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About Kinems Learning Games Pro Edition
Kinems is a suite of 26 fully customizable Kinect-based learning games that help
children K-9 with disorders and learning disabilities to improve several skills, especially
motor planning, visual kinetic coordination, visual short-term memory, math skills,
concentration and linguistic development.
Kinems is accompanied by a web platform which allows special educators & therapists
to easily monitor children interaction and learning progress as well as intervene for
making the necessary adaptations to the game settings while a child is playing the
games.
Kinems contains the following 26 learning games:
River Crossing: a game for improving visual-kinetic coordination and development of
critical thinking.
Mathloons: a game for improving math skills by practicing mental math calculations
up to 100.
Walks: a game for improving hand-eye coordination, concentration, and motor
planning.
Space Motif: a game for developing spatiotemporal skills and understanding the
meaning of sorting, colors, shapes, and the repetition of patterns.
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UnBoxIt: a game for improving visual short-term memory and linguistic development.
The Melody Tree: a game for improving audio memory, linguistic development,
concentration and attention.
Tika Bubble: a game that helps children learn how to use both hands simultaneously
in order to match pairs or related objects.
Lexis: a game that children have the opportunity to play and become familiar with
the spelling of words of different length and conceptual categories
Bilisius: a game that helps children learn subitizing and understand the comparative
“more”, side walking, motor planning and execution and visual perception.
Clockoo: a game for learning the time, linguistic development, motor planning and
execution and visual perception.
PonderUp: a game for comparing numbers and quantities, counting and cardinality,
side walking, jumping, motor planning and execution and visual perception.
YummyPairs: a game for composing and decomposing numbers, upper limb bilateral
coordination, motor planning and execution, visual perception, concentration and
attention.
Doffies: a game for number sequence, side walking, jumping, sitting, motor planning
and execution, visual perception, concentration and attention.
RuniRoon: a game for referential communication skills, understanding of and
responding to instructions and verbal messages, thinking speed when comparing
objects by attributes, visual perception, information processing, motor planning and
spatial orientation.
Yeti Jump: a game for helping student identifying objects with different attributes,
react to audio-visual stimuli, improve visual-motor coordination, side walking,
jumping and balance.
U-Paint: an air-painting game for self-expression, stress relief & gross motor skills
development by drawing and mixing colors with both hands.
Seishin: the “SeiShin” game aims at the stimulation of the senses via melody
production and allows free motion-based interaction with musical strings without the
existence of rules or the demand for intellectual functioning.
Quarry Bam: a game for teaching of Yes/No responses, advancing bilateral hand
coordination, symmetrical movements as well as the use of different mathematical
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operations and their properties. Students increase attention by answering questions
about emotions and spatial orientation of shapes.
Suffizz: a game for making singular nouns plural, forming comparative adjectives and
practicing with pronouns, as well as for strengthening knowledge of nouns, adjectives
and pronouns and their functions in particular sentences, while improving high-low
hand movement efficiency.
Zoko Write: a game makes letter tracing fun and easy for young children. It is designed
to help children learn how to recognize and write uppercase letters and/or numbers
as well as improve their eye-hand coordination.
Sea Formuli: In this game, a child is asked to discover the missing factor or operator
in an equation relating three numbers and give the correct answer by moving both
hands together asynchronously (push activities).
Shape in Place: In this game, a child is asked to form real-world objects by dragging
shapes and dropping them at the appropriate slots in order to improve concentration,
and gross motor skills such as grabbing, middle-line crossing and hand stability.
Go Jelly: a sensory game for social-emotional self-expression that provides an
effective and engaging introduction to music improvisations and creation of harmonic
patterns using hand gestures.
Word Splosh: a game for word recognition and letter identification that gives tha child
the opportunity to improve his visual motor perception and phonemic awareness, as
well as memory skills.
Spot On: a game for word recognition and spelling skills that that helps students get
more familiar with common patterns associated with spoken English and strengthen
their movement skills and spatial awareness strategies.
Trekins: a digital version of a hopscotch game designed to help the child improve
spelling and arithmetic skills, as well as motor planning and coordination.
Paleo: In this game, a child becomes the avatar and is asked to collect falling objects
practicing with cognitive/math problems thus improving motor planning and spatial
orientation.
Dr. Grafoo: In this game, a child is asked to create bar charts, pictograms or line plots,
to understand and reuse data that is set in the form of a table with numerals or tally marks
which reaches up to five categories and to draw a graph and add key details such as the title
and headers of the “x” and “y” axes.

Do Like: In this game, a child is asked to replicate a body movement or a sustained
position by listening or reading a given instruction and/or imitating an avatar improving
his/her postural control and balance.
Marvy Learns: A game that helps children develop their logical and inductive thinking skills by
allowing them to actively practice on how to arrange and classify objects based on their
features.
Fairybells: A fun movement-based learning game that is designed to help children fine tune
their Math world problem solving skills involving numbers, fractions and units.
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Drumory: A unique game that helps children improve hearing, as well as train their audiovisual memory, reaction time, eye-hand coordination and mental awareness.
Woolly Strike: A game that helps children practice in generating and filling in number patterns
that follows given rules and improve their bilateral upper body coordination skills.
Over the Galaxy: A game that helps children master the basics of counting, improve their
vocabulary skills and recognize specific emotions.
Divvy Up: A game that helps children develop an understanding of symmetry and
partitioning shapes into equal pieces and strengthen hand-eye coordination, hand
stability, and visual perception skills.
Lu Lagoon: A multiplayer game with lively, full-body interaction that addresses

sensory integration. It helps children to regulate sensory input effectively.
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Kinems games are primarily addressed to K-3 children with multiple learning
disabilities such as autism, ADHD, dyspraxia, dyslexia, and dyscalculia. The games have
been designed based on well-accepted traditional therapeutic and learning protocols
for Math and English Language & Arts (ELA), which are already being used by special
educators and therapists in schools and centers worldwide. With the Kinems games
children can practice in an engaging and fun environment, thus creating playful
learning experiences using their hand and body gestures.
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Get started in a few easy steps
Setting-up the play space
You can connect the PC or laptop (Figure 2) with the Microsoft Kinect for Windows or
Microsoft Kinect XBOX - Version 1 or Version 2 -camera/device to a big screen like a
TV (Figure 6) or a video projector and an interactive board (Figure 7) so that the child
can play the games on a big screen (Figure 1). VGA (Figure 3), HDMI (Figure 4) and DVI
(Figure 5) are the most common connectors. Of course, the games can be played on
the PC screen (not preferable) in case there is not any other display screen.

Figure 1 - Setup

Figure 2 - PC- Laptop
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Figure 3 - External Connection VGA

Figure 4 - External Connection
HDMI

Figure 5 - External Connection DVI

Figure 7 - External Display Interactive Board & Projector
Figure 6 - External Display TV

Kinect for Windows device placement
You should set the Kinect device between 2 to 6 feet (0.6 to 1.8 meters) off the floor
and centered with your TV; higher is generally better (Figure 8). Place it on a safe and
secure surface, as close to the edge as possible without hanging over. Make sure
there’s no direct sunlight onto the sensor or you. Don't place the sensor in front of
speakers or near things that vibrate or make noise.
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Figure 8 - Sensor placement

Child’s position
Clear the space between the child and the sensor. We recommend that a child should
be standing at least 6 feet (1.4 meters) away from the device, with a maximum 12feet (3.6-meters) distance (Figure 9).

Figure 9 - Child's position
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Installation
1. Once you have successfully purchased a Kinems license, a direct download
link will be sent to your registered email.

2. Download the file and double click on to the Kinems setup icon, to start
the installation process “KinemsSetup.exe.”.

3. Press “Yes” to allow installation.

4. Select which device you are currently using and click Install to start the
installation
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5. Press “Next” to continue.

6. Read the license agreement, check the box and press “Next” to continue.
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7. Wait until the installer extracts all required files.

8. Install Kinect for Windows Runtime. Check the “I agree…” box with the
license agreement and press “Install” to continue.
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9. Wait to complete Kinect for Windows Runtime installation.

10. Connect your Kinect device with the computer (USB 3.0 port for Kinect XBOX
V2) and the power supply.
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11. Double click the “Kinems” shortcut that created at your desktop to launch the
application.

Kinems Pro for therapists and teachers
A therapist or teacher, who is registered to the platform by an administrator, has
personalized access to Kinems. Kinems edition is a powerful tool for every therapist/
teacher since it provides unique and innovative features for monitoring and reporting
children’s progress as well as designing and enacting the game-based learning
sessions.

Kinems Pro application features and preferences
Once Kinems Pro is installed successfully, you can double click “Kinems” shortcut from
your desktop to launch it.
Before signing in in let’s see some available features and preferences, right from the
Kinems application windows. From the left side, you can click the icons, in order to see
the available options (Figure 10).
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Figure 10 - Application preferences

The available options are the following:
1. Kinems Icon (Figure 11): See more info about Kinems (Figure 12).
2. Cloud Icon (Figure 13): Check if there are any available updates. This includes
the games updates. Every time you launch Kinems, update manager will launch
when you select “Check for Updated” in order to make sure that you have the
latest version of the games (Figure 14)
3. Earth Icon (Figure 15): From here you can select your primary language. Note
that this affects also the game language (Figure 16).
4. Screen Icon (Figure 17): in order to choose the screen where the settings will
appear, as well as the screen where the projection of the games will take
place (Figure 18).
5. Kinect Icon (Figure 19): Here you can select the motion sensor that you want to
use with Kinems (Figure 20).
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Figure 11 - Kinems Icon

Figure 12 - Kinems Information
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Figure 13 - Cloud Icon

Figure 14 - Check for updates
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Figure 15 - Earth Icon

Figure 16 - Select Language
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Figure 17 - Screen Icon

Figure 18 - Display Settings
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Figure 19 - Kinect Icon

Figure 20 - Sensors Information

Sign in
You can sign in with your registered email and your secret password (Figure 21).
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Figure 21 - Sign in screen

If you don’t remember your password, you can retrieve it. Click the arrow at the lower
right corner of sign in screen and select “Forgot your password?” (Figure 22). Then
enter your registered email and automatically instructions will be sent to your email
(Figure 23).

Figure 22 - "Forgot your password" option
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Figure 23 - "Forgot your password" screen

Edit profile
If you want to review your profile or update it, you can do it by clicking on the “Profile”
button from the top right corner (Figure 24).

Figure 24 - Show profile

When the profile screen appears, you can make changes on your personal details and
then click on “Update” button, in order to save the changes (Figure 25).
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Figure 25 - Profile update

Also, you can remove from your profile any organization that you have been
associated with (Figure 26).

Figure 26 - Organizations updates

Sign out
At any moment by clicking on your email that appears on the top right corner of the
window, you can sign out of the application (Figure 27).
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Figure 27 - Sign out

Dashboard
Once you have successfully signed in, you will be redirected to your Dashboard. The
dashboard is an easy way to view the overall available statistics of the learning
sessions (Figure 28).

Figure 28 - Dashboard

At the left side, you have a list with all institutions/therapeutic centers that you are
associated with and your students (Figure 29).
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Figure 29 - Students list

In the middle, you have an overall picture about how many children/students you have
been working with, how many training sessions you have done with your students and
how many reports are available from all these learning sessions (Figure 30).

Figure 30 - General statistics

Student profile
Each student has a unique profile with his personal info. Select one student from the
list and then click on profile button (Figure 31).
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Figure 31 - Student's profile selection

Here you can see all available information about your student, divided in two main
categories. The first one has basic information like name, birthday etc. and the second
one has more specific information about student’s medical folder (Figure 32).

Figure 32 - Student's profile overview

Note: Students profiles are editable only from an administration account. If you are a
teacher/therapist and you want to edit student’s info, please contact the
administrator who is responsible for the Kinems platform at your organization.
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Begin a training session
After having selected a student, you can begin a learning/training session. In order to
begin your training session, click on the “Begin Training Session” button at the upper
right corner of the student’s window (Figure 33).

Figure 33 - Begin training session

The training session will begin and you will see a list with all the available games (Figure
34).

Figure 34 - Available Kinems games

You can select as many games as you want, with any order you want, considering
always your student’s needs. In order to add a game for the session, just click on its
title button (Figure 35).
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Figure 35 - Adding games to training session

At any time, you can easily remove a game from the training session by clicking on the
red “Remove” button (Figure 36).

Figure 36 - Remove game from training session

After you have finished with the game selection process, you should adjust the
settings of each game according to the student’s learning needs and profile. For each
game, there is a “Settings” button. By clicking on it, you can fully specify the settings
for the selected game (Figure 37).
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Figure 37 - Game settings

Note: For more information about each game settings look at Games section in the
following sections of this document.
Having done the game settings adjustment, you are ready to launch the game and let
the student start playing. To do so, just click on the blue “Play” button on the right
side of the game title (Figure 38).

Figure 38 - Start game

If the following display appears, please verify that the Kinect for Windows device is
properly installed and connected to your computer. Then, press again the blue “Play”
button to enter the game (Figure 39).
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Figure 39 - Connect Kinect for Windows notification

Note: If you have connected an external monitor to your pc and it is in the “extended”
mode, the selected game will be launched automatically on your external monitor
while the Kinems Pro application will remain at the main screen of your PC. This will
help you to have the full control of your training session.
Once the game is started, the game state will change from “Idle” to “Running” and it
will be marked with a light blue color (Figure 40).

Figure 40 - Running game

As you may have noticed, the game controls now have changed. The first blue button
gives you the option to re-launch it with the same or new settings. If the game level is
too easy or too difficult, you can simply adjust it from the settings area, as explained
before. Once you finished changing the settings, you can click the blue button to restart the game.
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The second option for an ongoing game is to pause it at any time. This is also extremely
useful because you may want to attract the student’s attention during the gameplay
in order to give instructions and/or more information.
If you pause a game, the state will change to “Paused” and it will be marked with a
light red color (Figure 41).

Figure 41 - Game in Paused state

You can resume to the game by clicking the blue “Play” button. You can also close the
game by clicking the red “Stop” button (Figure 42).

Figure 42 - Closing running game
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Ending a training session
After the student has completed all the required game-based activities, you can end
the training session by clicking the red “End” button from the upper right corner of
the window (Figure 43).

Figure 43 - End training session

When you end a training session, you will be prompted to give a short summative
evaluation feedback about it. It is very important to add your personal overall opinion
about the just ended training session. At this step, you will rate the student’s
concentration, performance and mood at a scale of 1-3 stars. You can also add free
notes in order to keep more qualitative data about the session (Figure 44).

Figure 44 - Training session evaluation
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Reports
After the end of a training session, you will automatically be redirected to the
student’s reports list. Another way to access student’s reports is by selecting the
student and then clicking the reports button (Figure 45).

Figure 45 - Student reports button

At the student’s reports screen, you can find the student’s reports grouped per
training session and sorted by date. Each report consists of the overall short evaluation
and the training session details with a list of the games that had been played during
that session. Next to each game you can see the game play duration (Figure 46). By
clicking onto the name of a game from the list, you will access a more detailed report
about the selected game of that session. For more details about the reports of each
game, please look at the Games section in the following sections.
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Figure 46 - Student reports list

Using a tablet or a mobile phone to remotely access the Kinems
platform
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It is easy for an educator/teacher/therapist to use a mobile phone or a tablet device
to remotely access the Kinems platform. Via the web browser of the mobile or tablet
device, you can remotely configure the game settings, control the learning sessions
and access to reports. This feature allows you to control the learning session from a
distance so that you can be closer to the child and not bound to the laptop or PC where
the games are installed. This gives you more freedom in scaffolding, guiding and
supporting the child during the game play. Also, you can access the reports from your
preferred device from a distance.
The process is very simple:
1.

First you open the web browser and you type the following
http://v2.kinems.com/ .

2.

On the screen, you will see the same webpage of the Kinems environment
where you need to sign-in.

3.

After having signed in, you enter into the same teaching environment
where you have the same options as you have on the PC or laptop. So, you
can see all the children, the available reports, design a learning session by
selecting games, configure the game settings, launch a game, pause or stop
a game and end the learning session.

This is a unique feature that Kinems offers which makes the tablet or mobile device as
a remote control.

Kinems for administrators
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Personnel & Students administration
Each organization has an administrative account that allows the easy insertion of their
personnel, i.e. teachers & therapists as well as their students that will use the Kinems
Learning games. An administrator (e.g. a secretary) can visit the Kinems web-based
platform http://v2.kinems.com in order to add data about the teachers and the
students of that specific organization that will be trained with the Kinems learning
games.
If you are an administrator, by accessing the Kinems web-based platform, you will be
called to fill your email (which is registered as an administrator email) and password
(Figure 47).

Figure 47 - Sign in screen

Once you entered into the web-based platform, administrative tasks can be
performed. As shown in the figure below, you can see a dashboard with the number
of all registered personnel and students at the specific organization, the number of
training sessions which have been done and reports stored for those sessions (Figure
48).
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Figure 48 - Administrator dashboard

At any moment, by clicking on your email that appears on the top right corner of the
window, you can sign out from the web platform (Figure 49).

Figure 49 - Sign out
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Administrating the Students
By clicking on the “Students” button, you have access to all students (Figure 50).
From this screen you, as administrator, can perform actions like:
•
•
•

Add a new Student
Updating a Student’s profile or delete a Student
Access the reports of a student

Figure 50 - Students list

Adding a new Student
In order to add a new student, you can click on “Add Student” button (Figure 51).
Therefore, you have to insert into the web form information about the student such
as full name, date of birthday, grade level, etc. The fields with the red asterisk, such as
full name and birthday, are compulsory and need to be filled in (Figure 52).
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Figure 51 - Add student

Figure 52 - Student basic information

At the end of the form you can assign that student to a teacher or therapists
(personnel) who have already been registered (Figure 53). If there are registered
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personnel, click in the textbox and a list of personnel of that organization will be
shown. Then you can choose one, but also you can repeat this process as many times
as you want since multiple teachers/therapists can be assigned to a student. If there
is no registered personnel yet, you have to add some and come back to do that
assignment.

Figure 53 - Assigned Personnel

Updating a student’s profile
If you click on the student’s name or on the “Profile” button, the page with the profile
data is shown (Figure 54). From here you can check the profile of student.
If you want to update the data about the student’s profile, you can do it by clicking on
the light blue “pencil” button on the top corner.

Figure 54 - Delete student
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Deleting a student
By clicking on the “X” button, the student can be deleted. A confirmation window will
pop up in order to ensure that the delete action was deliberate.

Administrating Personnel
You can perform these actions about the personnel, i.e. the employees of an
organization who can be teachers, therapists and so on:
• Update Personnel’s data
• Delete Personnel
• Assign students to an employee
By clicking on the “Personnel” button, you can choose the respective action to
perform (Figure 55).

Figure 55 - Personnel screen
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Adding a new Employee
By clicking the “Add employee” button, you can add a new employee in a number of
steps (Figure 56).

Figure 56 - Add employee

The first step, you need to do, is to fill in the employee's email in order to verify it and
continue to the next step (Figure 57).
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Figure 57 - Verify employee email

If the employee already exists in the Kinems web-platform, his profile will appear
automatically. If the employee does not exist, you have to fill in a web form with few
necessary data such as contact details and specialty. All the fields in this web form are
compulsory (Figure 58).

Figure 58 - Employee basic information
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Deleting an employee
When you click on the name of an employee, you have access to his profile, as well as
the students assigned to him/her. By clicking on the “X” button, the employee can be
deleted (Figure 59). A confirmation window will pop up in order to ensure that the
delete action was deliberate.

Figure 59 - Delete employee
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Games
River Crossing

The Goal
The player’s goal in the River Crossing is to get a fox, a duck and a sack of beans (or
other animals and plants of food chain) on the right bank of the river without crashing
his or her boat on the rocks. The player must prevent the fox from eating the duck and
the duck from eating the beans. Rocks function as obstacles (the distance between
them can be shortened or lengthened) as a way to limit the player’s hand movements.
To start the game, hold your hand over the “Play” button (Figure 60). During this
selection procedure (and from this time forward for the rest of the game), you should
keep your hands still over the object you want to select, until the hand becomes fully
pink (the time it takes to do that can be adjusted in game settings).
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Figure 60 - Start Game

Settings
After you added the River Crossing into a training session you can adjust its settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 61).

Figure 61 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. A hand selection feature (left or right) is also supported.
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3. Time to select item (time the player’s hand should stay still until a particular
item is selected) can be set as 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 seconds.
4. Enabling/disabling gaming rules (the objects can no longer eat each other).
5. The option “food chain” allows teachers to teach the food chain through a
variety of examples.
6. The distance between rocks can become longer or shorter, thus changing the
game level difficulty.
7. Timer countdown for each game.

Game Play
The game starts with three objects (for example fox, duck, and beans) on the left bank
of the river (Figure 62).

Figure 62 - All objects on the left bank of the river

1st step:
To put an object in the boat, drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the
option and keep it still until the hand becomes fully pink (this duration can be adjusted
from game settings). (Figure 63).
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Figure 63 - Selecting tips

2nd step:
Select the boat and drag it to the other side of the river. Try to keep your route in a
straight line to avoid the rocks (Figure 64).

Figure 64 - Selecting and dragging the boat

While you drag the boat your path is tracked by a white foamy trace to help you make
any corrections, if needed (Figure 65).
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Figure 65 - The marking line

If you hit the rocks, the collision causes a glare (Figure 66).

Figure 66 - Hitting the rocks

The game ends when you manage to get all three objects on the right side of the river
(Figure 67) or when an object “eats” the other (Figure 68).
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Figure 67 - Winning screen

Figure 68 - Losing screen

Report
Once the game ends, a full report about the gameplay, will be available in the
student’s reports section (see Reports) (Figure 69).
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Figure 69 - A River Game report

The report displays important information for therapists/teachers:
•
•
•

The selected settings for the specific training session
A graph containing the trace of the child’s hand movement
The duration of each route the child made (in the green frame at the upper
corner of the graph window)

*******************************
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Mathloons

The Goal
The goal of the game is to practice mental calculations: addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division to 100 for natural numbers and fractions. The player is
called to identify the correct question to a math calculation by choosing the right
balloon.
If the given answer is correct, the player gains impressive firework displays. If the given
answer is wrong, the player loses a life.
The game ends when all the questions (the number is adjustable from the game
settings) are answered or when the player runs out of lives. The game can be played
with a time limit if it is set.
In order to start the game, drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the option
and keep it still until the hand becomes fully pink (this duration can be adjusted from
the game settings) (Figure 70).
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Figure 70 - Play game

Settings
After you have added Mathloons into a training session you can adjust its settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 71).
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Figure 71 - Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Option for selecting with which hand to practice, according to individual needs.
3. The time to keep the hand steady for selecting a balloon, which can be set at
0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3.
4. The time to answer the question can be adjusted to 10, 20, 30, or 40 seconds.
(default timer off)
5. The enabling/disabling of game lives. Game lives can be disabled. This means
you can continue playing without the danger of losing even if more than 3
mistakes are made.
6. The equality sign setting allows the movement the equal sign to the left or
right of the question.
7. The number of the questions, which can be 5, 10, 15 and 20 in total.
8. The number type setting set the number type you want the students to
practice (natural numbers/fractions). Game type, which is the math operation
that the child will be called to practice with.
9. The Game Difficulty option makes it harder perform mental operations using
various strategies (such as addition with regrouping).
10. The numeric range for practicing math operations can be set to 1-5, 1-10, 120, or 1-100.
11. The quantity shows the numbers in quantities facilitating the operation of
addition.

Game Play
To answer math questions, you have to select the balloon with the correct answer
(Figure 72). The game ends when all questions are answered or when you run out of
lives.
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Figure 72 - Math problem and answer selection

If your answer is correct, the player gains impressive firework displays. If you give a
wrong answer, you lose a life (provided that “Lives” are not disabled, in the game
settings).
Note: If a time limit has been set (Figure 71) for an answer, this feature can be adjusted
from game settings.
At the end of the game, a big cloud appears, showing some basic game statistics (Figure
73).
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Figure 73 - Game over screen

Report
After the game ends, a full report about the gameplay is available at the student’s
reports section (see Reports) (Figure 74).
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Figure 74 - Game report
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The full report includes information about:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The selected settings for the specific training session
The number of answered questions
The number of right answers
The number of wrong answers
The success ratio
A list with all the math questions and the answers the student gave
The duration of game play
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Walks

The Goal
In the game Walks, each player has the potential to build and develop basic gross
motor planning and co-ordination skills (back, front, top, bottom, right, left, etc.) in a
fun way.
In the Walks, a farmer must gather the harvest within a short time while walking along
the paths. Moreover, by choosing different types of paths (such as horizontal, vertical,
or diagonal paths), specifying time limits, and allowing unexpected obstacles (snakes
or worms) to appear, the player can customize the difficulty level of the game to better
suit his or her skills.
In order to start the game, drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the option
and keep it still until the red bar above the hand becomes fully pink (this duration can
be adjusted from the game settings) (Figure 75).
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Figure 75 - Start game

Settings
After you added Walks into a training session you can adjust its settings according to
your student needs. Underneath the game name there is “Settings” option. By clicking
on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 76).
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Figure 76 - Game settings

The available settings to the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled using the buttons in the upper right
corner.
2. Users have the option to select which hand to use, according to their individual
3. The time to select an item can be set at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 seconds.
4. Various obstacles can be placed in paths to make the game more difficult.
5. Stop signs refer to carrots that the farmer can collect while walking along the
path.
6. Timer for each level.
7. Adjusting the game level difficulty affects the paths’ width. The smallest width
makes the game more difficult.
8. The available paths.

Game Play
The game starts with a path from the paths selected at the game settings. The initial
position of the farmer is also random. This may be either on the left or right side of
the path (Figure 77).
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Figure 77 - In game screen

To select the farmer, drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the option and
keep it still until the red bar above the hand becomes fully pink (this duration can be
adjusted from the game settings) (Figure 78).
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Figure 78 - Selecting farmer

Drag the farmer to the other side of the path, where the finish line is. Try to keep him
inside the path, avoiding the mud around it and any other obstacle that may appear
(worms or snakes). Try to collect all the carrots while walking along each path. To
collect a carrot, hold the farmer still over it, until the red bar below the carrot becomes
fully green (Figure 79).
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Figure 79 - Collecting carrot

If the farmer falls into the mud (Figure 80), you have to select him again to continue.
The same happens if the farmer crashes into an obstacle (worm or snake) (Figure 81).

Figure 80 - Fall into mud
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Figure 81 - Obstacle crash

You should keep moving the farmer until you cross the finish line. Then a screen
appears, showing game statistics such as time and number of collected carrots ( Figure
82). The game continues until you walk through all the selected paths.
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Figure 82 - Game over screen

Report
When the game ends, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (see Reports) (Figure 83).

Figure 83 - Game report
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The report displays important information for therapists:
1. A graph containing the trace of the child’s hand movement (Figure 84 - Path
graph from report).
2. The duration of each route the child made.
3. All the settings for the specific training session
4. Crashed times with stop signs or obstacles.

Figure 84 - Path graph from report
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Space Motif

The Goal
In the game Space Motif, planets and space objects, such as satellites and black holes,
appear in various patterns, thus calling children to exercise their basic mathematical
concepts, develop spatiotemporal skills, and understand the meaning of sorting,
colors, and shapes as well as the repetition of patterns.
Players are called to recognize given patterns of the planets and space objects. By
choosing the appropriate objects, they attempt to create these patterns by ordering
them in the same way. The game can become even more challenging when players
are called to create the patterns by moving objects while avoiding collisions with other
planets, space objects, and black holes that appear in their galactic path.
In order to start the game, drag with your hand the white -hand pointer over the
option and keep it still until the red bar above the hand becomes fully pink (this
duration can be adjusted from the game settings) (Figure 85).
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Figure 85 - Start game

Settings
After you added Space Motif into a training session you can adjust its settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 86).

Figure 86 - Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select which hand to use, according to their
individual needs.
3. The time to select an item can be set at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 seconds.
4. The type of the motif items. It can be only colors, only shapes or combination
of both.
5. The motif length sets the number of items in a pattern.
6. The black hole, which makes the game more difficult, can be moved at
specified times, be static, or be disabled.
7. Black hole speed
8. Customizable timer countdown for each level.
9. Collision between items.

Game Play
The game has 3 difficulty levels and it depends from the motif length. It can be 2, 3 or
4 items at a time. The more items the motif contains, the more difficult is the game.
At the beginning of every stage, you will see the current motif (Figure 87). Following
this motif, you should choose the appropriate objects to fill the pipes.
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Figure 87 - Current motif

To select an object, drag with your hand the red-hand pointer over the object and
keep it still until the red bar above the hand becomes fully green (this duration can be
adjusted from the game settings) (Figure 88).

Figure 88 - Object selection

At the upper left corner, there is a countdown timer. You can configure or even disable
it from the game settings.
After selecting an object, you should drop it inside the pipe by dragging it to the pipe
entrance (Figure 89).
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Figure 89 - Placing object inside the pipe

While dragging an object around space, you should be careful not to crash into
another object or pipe (Figure 90). If you crash while dragging an object, you have to
select it again.
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Figure 90 - Object crash

If it’s enabled from game settings, at the pipe entrance can be a moving/static black
hole, which you should avoid. If the dragged object crashes into the black hole, you
have to select it again (Figure 91).
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Figure 91 - Black hole crash

To complete a stage, you have to fill up the pipe with the right objects, based on the
current motif (Figure 92).
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Figure 92 - Completed stage

At the end of each stage, a screen appears, showing some basic statistics ( Figure 93).
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Figure 93 - Statistics screen

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay is available at the
student’s reports section (see Reports) (Figure 94).
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Figure 94 - Game report

The report displays important information for therapists:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All the settings for the specific training session.
The duration of each stage.
All the tries to complete the stage
What was the stage motif
What was stage items
What was the wrong items that a student chose
Crashed times with other objects or obstacles
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UnBoxIt

The Goal
UnBoxIt is an innovative game for improving children’s visual memory in a fun way.
Players are called to find the pairs of objects that are hidden in the boxes by opening
one after the other. The game’s novelty lies in the fact that the children’s memory
training and their linguistic development are both supported at the same time. The
players can practice through a variety of objects grouped by different conceptual
categories (e.g., animals, furniture, fruits, weather, clothes, etc.) that can easily be
chosen by the teacher. Moreover, visual and/or audio distractors could appear to
challenge the competent players, thus enhancing their memory, attention, and
concentration.
In order to start the game, drag with your hand the red-hand pointer over the option
and keep it still until the red bar above the hand becomes fully pink (this duration
can be adjusted from the game settings) (Figure 95).
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Figure 95 - Start game

Settings
After you added UnBoxIt into a training session you can adjust its Settings according
to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is “Settings” option. By
clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 96).
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Figure 96 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select which hand to use, according to their
individual needs.
3. The time to select an item can be set at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 seconds.
4. Customizable timer countdown for each game.
5. The total number of items inside the grid.
6. The category of the grid items. The game includes 19 item categories
(clothes, shapes, colors, vehicles, etc.)
7. The game difficulty. In “Hard” mode, it is more difficult to spot differences
between grid items.
8. The game distractor which can be visual and/or audio, in order to enhance
user’s memory, attention, and concentration while playing.

Game Play
To select a box, drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the object and
keep it still until the red bar above the hand becomes fully pink (this duration can be
adjusted from the game settings) (Figure 97).
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Figure 97 - Object selection

At the bottom left corner, there is a countdown timer. You can configure or even
disable it from the game settings.
You have to find all the pairs of objects that are hidden in the boxes by opening one
after the other (Figure 98).
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Figure 98 - Paired objects

When you find all the objects in pairs and in time, the game ends (Figure 99) and a
screen will appear with some basic statistics (Figure 100).
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Figure 99 - Game screen

Figure 100 - Game over
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Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (see Reports) (Figure 101).

Figure 101 - Game report

The statistics include information about:
1. All the settings for the specific training session
2. The duration of game play
3. The number of times the player attempted to find the total pairs.
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The Melody Tree

The Goal
The Melody Tree game is very appropriate for increasing children’s concentration and
memory in a pleasant and unique way. A child/player tries to recognize and find the
matching pairs of sounds that are hidden in melody keys which hanging under by a
melody tree. The game is innovative since it supports children’s audio memory
training and linguistic development at the same time. The players are called to
remember sounds categorized into different conceptual categories (e.g. animals,
weather, instruments, melodies, sound motifs, etc.) that can easily be chosen by the
teacher. If the teacher wants, the related images of sounds that are hidden in melody
keys can be shown as extra help for the players. Moreover, visual and/or audio
distractors could be added into the game in order to add more challenge thus
enhancing children’s memory, attention and concentration in a unique way. The
Melody Tree game offers an engaging and fun experience without getting the children
tired.
To start the game drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the “Play” stone
and keep it still until the hand becomes fully pink (this duration can be adjusted from
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the game settings) (Figure 102).

Figure 102 - Start game

Settings
After you added The Melody Tree into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 103).
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Figure 103 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select which hand to use, according to their
individual needs.
3. The time to select an item can be set at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 seconds.
4. Customizable timer countdown for each game.
5. The total number of items inside the grid.
6. The category of the sounds. The game includes 11 sounds categories
(Animals, House, Humans, Instruments, Melodies etc.)
7. Visual help for user in order to visualize sounds (Not all categories support
visual help option).
8. The game distractor which can be visual and/or audio, in order to enhance
user’s memory, attention, and concentration while playing.

Game Play
To select a stone tile, drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the object and
keep it still until the hand becomes fully pink (this duration can be adjusted from the
game settings) (Figure 104).
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Figure 104 - Object selection

At the left side, there is a countdown timer. You can configure or even disable it from
the game settings. Also there is a counter for the tries, until all sounds matched.
You have to find all the pairs of sounds by selecting one stone tile after the other.
After a successful match, the stone tiles breaking apart (Figure 105).
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Figure 105 - Paired sounds

When you find all the sounds in pairs and in time, the game ends and a screen with
some basics statistics appears (Figure 106).
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Figure 106 - Game over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (Figure 107).
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Figure 107 - Game report

The statistics include information about:
1. All the settings for the specific training session
2. The duration of game play
3. The number of times the player attempted to find the total pairs.
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Tika Bubble

The Goal
The “Tika Bubble” game is a pleasant game that help children learn to develop upper
limb bilateral coordination skills by using both hands simultaneously in order to match
pairs or related objects, e.g. fruits and their colors, numbers and quantities, costumes
and professions, etc. The child entering the world of Indian tribe, sees objects
captured into bubbles at the left and right sides of a totem. The child is asked to
recognize the matching pairs of objects, grab the corresponding bubbles at each side
of the totem and bang them simultaneously at the center. This is unique game that
helps a child to improve the way of coordinating both sides of the upper body, which
is an indication that both sides of the brain are communicating and sharing
information with each other. There are different categories of matching pairs which
can be chosen by the therapist. Also, the therapist can switch on or off the timer thus
making the game more or less challenging for a child. Tika Bubble is a game that offers
an enjoyable learning experience to children who eventually learn how to use both
hands at the same time.

Settings
After having added The Tika Bubble into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
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option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 108).

Figure 108 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select the interaction modality so that the child will
be asked to:
a. grab the bubbles and move them towards the totem at the center
(“grab and move”), or
b. just select the objects by grabbing the bubbles without having to move
the hands towards the totem at the center (“grab”), or
c. select a bubble by leaving the hand on it for some seconds without
moving it towards the totem at the center (“delay”)
3. The time to select a bubble, in case of the “delay” option can be set at 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 seconds.
4. The option to have “lives” at the game, i.e. allowing the child to make up to 3
mistakes.
5. Customizable timer countdown for each game (default timer off)
6. The total number of items that a child will be asked to match (4, 6, 8).
7. The category of the pairs of objects. The game includes 4 main categories and
18 subcategories (Number-Quantities, Food Animal, Humans-Home, etc.)

Game Play
The goal is to practice the coordination of both hands and find the matching items
encapsulated into bubbles by selecting the appropriate bubbles at the same time. You
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can either grab the bubble or keep the hands still until they become fully pink (this
duration can be adjusted from the game settings) (Figure 109). Then depending on the
interaction mode, you will be asked to move the selected bubbles towards the totem
at the center of the screen in a coordinated way.

Figure 109 - Object selection

At the left side, there is a countdown timer. You can configure or even disable it from
the game settings. Also, there is a counter for the tries, until all sounds matched.
You have to find all the pairs of items in the bubbles. In case you are asked to move
the bubbles towards the center, after a successful match, the bubbles will burst. In
case of a correct matching of pairs of items and if the hands movement is coordinated
and there is good level of synchronicity, the effect will be the one shown in Figure 110.
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Figure 110 - Correct Paired items with hands synchronicity

In case of a correct matching of pairs of items and if the hands movement is not
coordinated and there is not a good level of synchronicity, the effect will be the one
shown in Figure 111.
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Figure 111 - Correct Paired items with bad level of synchronicity

In case of a mistake, i.e. the wrong matching of pairs of items, the effect will be the
one shown in Figure 112.
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Figure 112 - Wrong Paired items

When you find all the matching pairs on time, the game ends and a screen with some
basics statistics appears (Figure 113).
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Figure 113 - Game over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (Figure 114).
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Figure 114 - Game report

The statistics include information about:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All the settings for the specific training session
The objects that appeared at the left and right part of the screen
The duration of game play
The correct attempts, the wrong choices and the success rate
A graph that shows the synchronicity of the hands. Ideally, the graph
should show that a child selected the correct pair of objects at the same
time and moved them towards the center of the screen at the same pace.
The time that was passed from selecting a bubble till bursting it at the
totem at the center of the screen is shown on each bar per hand.
In case a child does not make synchronous movements, the difference in
the timing of choosing each object is vivid. The wrong choices are also
highlighted on the graph with the red color.
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Lexis

The Goal
With the Lexis game children have the opportunity to play and become familiar with
the spelling of words of different length and conceptual categories. At an egg-packing
plant, the child has to create a “egg-words”, i.e. words that consists of letters written
on eggs. The player sees an incomplete “egg-word” and has to grab the correct missing
egg-letter(s) from a set of given egg-letters, place it carefully and appropriately in
order to fill it in and pack the “egg-word”! If the child makes a wrong choice (wrong
letter or wrong place) the egg falls and breaks! The educator can choose the length of
words or the conceptual category that will be shown to a child, the number of missing
letters as well as the time limit that might exist. Also, the educator might allow the
child to see the picture of the given word thus helping the child to correlate the way
an object is written. The LEXIS is an enjoyable game that sharpens the children’s visual
perception, motor planning and execution as well as promotes early writing and
reading skills in a playful way.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for few seconds (Figure 115).
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Figure 115 - Start game

Settings
After having added the Lexis into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 116).
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Figure 116 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
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1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will practice,
according to the individual needs.
3. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game
as well as the time delay that will define the number of seconds that the child
will have to keep the hand stable on the top of the “play button” of the firstinitial screen of the game
4. Customizable timer countdown for each game (default 3 mins)
5. The length of the word for practicing, i.e. 3-8 letters.
6. Vocabulary categories allow teachers to match students’ skills with items
available in the game
7. The number of missing letters, i.e. 1 or 2
8. The position of the missing letter, i.e. either a letter from the beginning of the
word or from the middle
9. Visual help refers to picture hints on the top right corner of the screen.
10. The number of letters from which the child will choose: 3 or 4 letters

Game Play
The goal is to practice phonological awareness when reading short or long words.
The child is asked to grab a missing letter of an egg-word and place it at the right spot
(Figure 117). If you choose the wrong egg-letter or do not place the letter appropriately
or even release the letter before placing at the right spot, the letter drops. The letter
that had been picked up by mistake will be replaced by a new egg-letter. In case of a
correct selection a new word appears. You can practice with 5 words per game. As a
visual aid for recognizing the word, an image of that word appears on the top right
corner of the screen. In case timer was set, it appears at the top left corner.
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Figure 117 - Egg-letter selection

When the game ends a screen with some basics statistics appears (Figure 118).
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Figure 118 - Game over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (Figure 119).
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Figure 119 - Game report
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The statistics include information about:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All the settings for the specific training session
The wrong choices, the dropped letters and the success rate
The time for finding the missing letter(s) per word
A list of each word that had appeared, the missing letter(s), the options for
letters and the letter(s) that had been chosen in order to answer correctly
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Bilisius

The Goal
The Bilisius game fosters the abilities of quickly identifying the larger set dots among
without counting in children. The child is a magician who tries to quickly give answer
to the given challenge by side-walking. The player sees a cluster of two sets of yellow
and blue marbles and quickly decide (without having enough time to count) which set
is larger than the other by moving the body to the appropriate sign on the floor! The
educator can choose whether the marbles of different colors will be of the same size
or not as well as which should be the total number of dots that will be shown to the
child. The more marbles (up to 20) the most difficult the game is. Also, the educator
can choose whether there is game live and time at the game. The Bilisius is a fun game
that strengthens the children’s visual perception, promotes the ability to make rapid,
accurate, and confident judgments about sets of objects without counting.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for few seconds (Figure 120).
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Figure 120 - Start game

Settings
After having added the Bilisius into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 121).

Figure 121 - Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game as
well as the time delay that will define the number of seconds that the child will have
to keep the hand stable on the top of the “play button” of the first-initial screen of the
game
3. Customizable timer countdown for each game (default 3 seconds)
4. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 10
questions)
5. The choice of having spheres/marbles of equal or different size
6. The number of spheres/marbles (Few/Some/Many)
7. The activation or not of game lives
8. The difficulty level (Easy/Medium/Hard) sets the ratio in the amount of yellow and
blue marbles

Game Play
The goal is to quickly identify which set of color marbles (spheres) is bigger than the
other. The player does not have enough time to count them unless the educator
decides to de-activate the time limit. In order to show which set is larger the play is
asked to move the body from the central position to the appropriate color sign on the
floor!

Figure 122 - Moving the body to the correct color-spot for giving an answer
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When the game ends a screen with some basics statistics appears (Figure 123).

Figure 123 - Game over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (Figure 124- Figure 125).
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Figure 124 - Part of the screen of the Game report

On the above figure (Figure 124), the teacher/therapist can find information about:
5. All the settings for the specific training session
6. The ration and number of the wrong choices, the unanswered questions
(due to lack of time) and the success rate based on the given questions
7. The total time of game play

Figure 125 - Part of the screen of the Game report

Also, at the above figure (Figure 125), in a diagrammatic format, the educator/teacher
can see the time that the player needed to answer a given question. The color code
means the following: a) when the given answer is wrong, the time bar has red color;
b) when the given answer is correct, the time bar has green color; and when the player
did not give an answer and there was time-out, the time bar has yellow color.
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Figure 126 - Part of the screen of the Game report

Finally, the educator/teacher can see the given set of colored marbles, the given
answer and the time that the player needed to give that answer. This information is
shown visually with images like the ones that appear above (Figure 126).
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Clockoo

The Goal
Clockoo is an innovative game that helps children practice setting the time on an
analog clock, i.e. a clock with hands, as well as understand the relationship between
digital and analog clocks. Children set a given time by making circular hand
movements, thus by kinesthetically interacting with the hour and minute hands,
learning becomes fun and easy. The teacher has complete control of whether the child
will set the time by moving one or both hands as well as the switching between
analogue and digital displays. By choosing the “analog to analog” display, the child is
asked to recognize the time which is displayed on a demonstration analog clock and
set the time at the main analog clock by picking and rotating the appropriate hand(s).
Children can also be called to recognize the time at a demonstration digital clock and
set the time at the main analog clock by dragging the hands. There is a cuckoo that
checks if an answer is right or wrong. The teacher can also ask the child to tell the time
while practicing, which is an important part of language learning.
In order to start the game, drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the option
and keep it still until the red bar above the hand becomes fully pink (this duration can
be adjusted from the game settings) (Figure 127).
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Figure 127 - Start game

Settings
After you added Clockoo into a training session you can adjust its Settings according
to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is “Settings” option. By
clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 128).
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Figure 128 - Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select which hand to use, according to their individual
needs.
3. The time to select an item can be set at 0.5,1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 seconds.
4. The enabling/disabling of game lives. Game lives can be disabled. This means
you can continue playing without the danger of losing even if more than 3
mistakes are made.
5. Customizable timer countdown for each game.
6. Clock type set the clock that the student has to match the time with which will
be shown on the right side of the screen. It can be set as analog or digital clocks.
7. The number of the questions, which can be 5, 10, 15 and 20 in total.
8. Minute hand step sets how complicated the clock should be. The hour step is
set if the student should adjust only the hour (O’clock), half an hour is such as
1:30, 15 min. can be 1:15 or 1:45, and 5 min. can be 1:10 05 or 2:20. The minute
hand will make the game more challenging for the students.
9. “Interact with” option determines which hand the student has to work with in
order to set the clock. It can be the hour hand only, the minute hand only, or
both.
10. Realist Hour Hand: This setting determines the realistic function like a real
clock.

Game Play
To select the correct time, drag with your hand the white-hand pointer over the hour
hand or the minute hand and keep it still until the red bar above the hand becomes
fully pink (this duration can be adjusted from the game settings). Then, pick the time
that is shown on the right side of the screen, using circular hand movements (Figure
129).
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Figure 129 - Time selection

At the bottom left corner, there is a countdown timer. You can configure or even
disable it from the game settings.
When you answer all the questions in time, the game ends and a screen will appear
with some basic statistics (Figure 130).
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Figure 130 - Game over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (see Reports) (Figure 131).
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Figure 131 - Game report
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The statistics include information about:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All the settings for the specific training session
The duration of game play
The number of times the player attempted to find the correct answers.
The number of correct answers
The success ratio
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Ponder Up

The Goal
PONDERUP is a pleasant game that helps children practice comparing numbers and
quantities. The child is a little frog in a lake that tries to solve exercises. The player
sees two bubbles that include numbers and quantities. The child has to step left or
right and stand under the bubble with the greatest-least or odd-even number and
quantity. In order to select and break it, the child needs to jump. The messages “Find
the greatest”, “Find the least”, “Find the odd”, “Find the even” or “Get in the middle”
help child to step left or right according to the bubble, that include the correct answer.
The teacher has complete control of whether the child will practice comparing only
“number”, only “quantities”, or both. By choosing the “the greatest”, “the least”, “the
odd” or “the even” setting, the child is asked to compare numbers, quantities or both,
according to the requested comparison type. If the answer is correct, the other three
little frogs that watch, give positive feedback. If the answer is incorrect, the bubble
doesn’t break and the other three little frogs jump in the water.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for few seconds (Figure 132).
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Figure 132 - Start game

Settings
After having added the PonderUp into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 133).
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Figure 133 - Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game
as well as the time to select item that will define the number of seconds that
the child will have to keep the hand stable on the top of the “play button” of
the first-initial screen of the game. The “time to select item” also sets the
number of seconds that the child will have to stable in an upright position
under the correct answer (default 2,5 seconds).
3. Customizable timer countdown for each game (default timer off)
4. The activation or not of game lives
5. Users have the option to select the interaction modality so that the child will
be asked to:
- Jump in order to select the correct bubble
- Time Delay in order to stay stable in an upright position for specific time
under the correct bubble
6. This option allows users to choose the comparison type that the student will
work on (greater/lesser, odd/even).
7. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 10
questions)
8. The choice of comparing numbers/quantities or both
9. The numeric range for practicing math operations can be set to 1-9, 1-19, 1099, 100-999 or 1000-9999.
10. The “Game Type” (Easy/Difficult/Shuffle) makes it harder to select the right
answer as there are smaller difference between quantities and/or numbers or
reversed numbers.
11. The option of “Various Size” enables various size of the font of the numerals:
one bubble has smaller numerals, while the other has larger numerals.

Game Play
This game allows students to determine which number or quantity is greater/lesser
by moving left or right and jumping under the correct answer. In order to show which
bubble has the greater/lesser number or quantity, the player is asked to move the
body from the central position under the appropriate bubble staying, stable for a
specific while or jumping (Figure 134 – Figure 135).
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Figure 134 - Moving the body under the correct bubble for giving an answer

Figure 135 - Jumping under the correct bubble for giving an answer

When the game ends a screen with some basics statistics appears (Figure 136).
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Figure 136 - Game over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (Figure 137- Figure 139).

Figure 137 - Part of the screen of the Game report
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On the above figure (Figure 137), the teacher/therapist can find information about:
1. All the settings for the specific training session
2. The ration and number of the wrong choices, the unanswered questions
(due to lack of time) and the success rate based on the given questions
3. The total time of game play

Figure 138 - Part of the screen of the Game report

Also, at the above figure (Figure 138), in a diagrammatic format, the educator/teacher
can see the time that the player needed to answer a given question. The color code
means the following: a) when the given answer is wrong, the time bar has red color;
b) when the given answer is correct, the time bar has green color c) and when the
player did not give an answer and there was time-out, the time bar has yellow color.
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Figure 139 - Part of the screen of the Game report

Finally, the educator/teacher can see the comparison numbers or quantities, the given
answer and the time that the player needed to give that answer. This information is
shown visually with images like the ones that appear above (Figure 139).
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Yummy Pairs

The Goal
In the Yummy Pairs game, the child can practice in composing and decomposing
numbers that appear as positive integers or quantities using the ten frame
representation, and improve the ability to use both hands in a coordinated way. The
child, entering into a colorful world of candies as an avatar, tries to match pairs of
either numbers or quantities that compose a target number. In a joyful and yummy
environment, the child advances mathematical thinking and hand eye coordination.
The teacher can select the range of numbers (up to 100) and adjust the difficulty level
of the game for making more or less challenging the decomposing task. Yummy Pairs
game offers unique learning and motoric experiences to the children about how
numbers can be broken apart and put together.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for few seconds (Figure 140).

Figure 140 - Start game
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Settings
After having added the Yummy Pairs into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 141).

Figure 141 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game
as well as the time to select item that will define the number of seconds that
the child will have to keep the hand stable on the top of the “play button” of
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the first-initial screen of the game (default timer 1,5).
3. Customizable timer countdown for each question (default timer off)
4. The activation or not of game lives (default game lives off)
5. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 10
questions)
6. The option of “Number Mode” sets if the matching pairs will be numeric or
quantitative.
7. The “Show numbers” option shows the quantities in numbers facilitating the
composing of quantities.
8. The “Game Difficulty” (Easy/Difficult) makes it harder to compose numbers
using various strategies in an automatic way (such as ten-base structure and
halves).
9. The numeric range for practicing math operations can be set to 2-10, 11-20,
20-100.
10. Teachers can determine the avatar, which the student will control.

Game Play
The goal of the game is to practice in composing and decomposing of
numbers/quantities up to 100, using 5- and 10-base grouping, “hidden partners” of a
number and doubles. You can either match numbers or quantities in order to compose
the target number in the middle of the screen. You can select the pairs of
numbers/quantities keeping your hands until they become fully pink (this duration can
be adjusted from the game settings). At the left side, there is a countdown timer. You
can configure or even disable it from the game settings. Also, game lives are the 3
hearts in the right of the screen (Figure 142 & Figure 143).

Figure 142 - Selection of numbers
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Figure 143 - Selection of quantities

When the game ends a screen with some basics statistics appears (Figure 144 & Figure
145).

Figure 144 - Result Screen for Success
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Figure 145 - Result Screen for Failure

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (Figure 146).

Figure 146 - Part of the screen of the Game report
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On the above figure (Figure 146), the teacher/therapist can find information about:
11. All the settings for the specific training session
12. The ration and number of the correct, wrong choices, the unanswered
questions (due to lack of time), the tries and the success rate based on the
given questions
13. The total time of game play

Figure 147 - Part of the screen of the Game report

Also, at the above figure (Figure 147), in a diagrammatic format, the teacher can see
the time that was passed from selecting a number/quantity from the right and left
side. Particularly, it shows the time between left hand (blue circle) and right hand (red
circle) for all the attempts and the required strategy for each question.
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Doffies

The Goal
Doffies is a fun interactive ordering and sequencing numbers game. The child is asked
to recognize a number sequence and drive a doffy – a purple funny creature created
by dough - which holds a number through a maze, and to line it up next to other
doffies in order to correctly complete the sequence of numbers up to 100. In order to
drive a doffy, the child has to make jumping, sitting and side walking movements thus
improving visual motor coordination skills and balance. The teacher can adjust the
game by choosing the learning content i.e. the pattern of positive integer or decimal
numbers, that will appear in forward and backward order as well as the difficulty level
of the maze, thus reinforcing their knowledge of multiples (2, 3, 4, 5, 10) and gain
muscle and motor coordination.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for few seconds. For the first time, the child can select the “Tutorial” button.
(Figure 148).
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Figure 148 - Start game

Settings
After having added the Doffies into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 149).
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Figure 149 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game
as well as the time to select item that will define the number of seconds that
the child will have to keep the hand stable on the top of the “play button” or
the “tutorial button” of the first-initial screen of the game (default timer 1,5)
3. Customizable timer countdown for each question/stage (default timer off)
4. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 1
question)
5. The option of “Path Difficulty” sets the complexity of the maze and adds extra
difficulty in finding the right path.
6. The option of “Missing Sequence Numbers” determines the number of
possible missing numbers that the student can complete in a number line.
7. The choice of Number Type sets if the number line will include natural, decimal
or no numbers.
8. The “Content Difficulty” (Easy/Medium/Hard) makes it harder to select the
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right answer reinforcing the knowledge of multiples in a number line.
9. The numeric range for practicing math operations can be set to 0-10, 0-20, 050, 0-100.
10. The option of “Reverse Number Sequence” enables reverse number sequence,
adding extra difficulty in completing the number line.
11. The activation or not of game lives.

Game Play
This game allows students to set the numbers in the correct position of a number line,
practicing jumping, sitting and side walking movements. The student has to help
Doffies to move from the bottom to the top of the stage in order to complete the
number sequence. In that way, the student has to make steps right or left to go right
or left, jump to move up or make a squat to go down, in order to lead each Doffy in
the correct position of the number line through the maze. At the right side, there is a
countdown timer. You can configure or even disable it from the game settings. Also,
game lives are the 3 hearts in the right of the screen. (Figure 150).

Figure 150 - Game play

When the game ends a screen with some basics statistics appears (Figure 151).
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Figure 151 - Result Screen

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (Figure 152).
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Figure 152 - Part of the screen of the Game report

On the above figure (Figure 152), the teacher/therapist can find information about:
12. All the settings for the specific training session
13. The ration and number of the correct, wrong attempts, the unanswered
questions/stages (due to lack of time), the tries and the success rate based on
the given stages.
14. The total time of game play
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Figure 153 - Part of the screen of the Game report (Correct Answer)

Figure 154 - Part of the screen of the Game report (Wrong Answer)

Also, at the above figures (Figure 153 & Figure 154), in a diagrammatic format, the
educator/teacher can see the time that the player needed to complete each stage, the
correct and the wrong movements. The color code means the following: a) when the
given answer is wrong, the route has red color; b) when the given answer is correct,
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the route has green color. The data can help the teacher to see whether there is a
certain path line that the student faces difficulty in finding the route. Teachers can
compare the motor planning and the organization in order to find the right path to
monitor the progress of the students.
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RuniRoon

The Goal
“RuniRoon” is an engaging runner game that helps a child understand visual and/or
oral instructions. The child has to control with his/her body the character (a raccoon)
that runs along a path in order to collect the correct objects that will appear. By
making side walking movements, the child will help the running raccoon to collect the
objects and avoid obstacle or objects that look quite similar e.g. have the same shape
but differ in color. When collecting the wrong objects, or hitting on obstacles, the child
loses stamina and could even run out of lives. The game promotes children’s attention
to audiovisual stimuli and motor planning at the same time. The teacher/therapist can
configure the game settings according to the skills of each child by adjusting the
velocity of the running character and the duration of the game-play, etc. Moreover,
the teacher/therapist can decide the category of the objects that need to be collected
such objects that will differ in shape and colors, objects which will be orientation signs
as well as numbers which will be greater or lesser than a given one. The teacher can
also select whether the messages will constantly appear on the screen or not, thus
allowing the child to practice memory skills.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for few seconds. (Figure 155).
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Figure 155 - Start game

Settings
After having added the RuniRoon into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to the student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 156).
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Figure 156 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game
as well as the time to select item that will define the number of seconds that
the child will have to keep the hand stable on the top of the “play button”
(default timer 1,5)
3. The activation or not of game lives
4. The obstacles that could appear on the route which the child has to avoid
5. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice in each stage
(default 1 question)
6. Customizable timer countdown for collecting all objects per questionmessage (default timer 2 min)
7. Character speed allows to adjust the speed of the RuniRoon on the route
according to the need of the child (default Slow)
8. The option of “Game Difficulty” sets the complexity of the stage, i.e. the way
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the items will be scattered along the route and configuring the difficulty in
collecting the correct items.
9. Categories allow teachers to ask children to practice with specific learning
goals of various subject concepts (orientation, numbers, colors, 2d shapes, 3d
shapes, shapes by sides or angles, angles in triangles and sides in triangles),
e.g. in math the children will be asked to collect the items which are greater
than a specific number such as 70, or to collect.
10. The teacher can choose the language of the audio-visual messages that will
appear for giving instructions to the child, by selecting the appropriate option
at the “Content language”.
11. Having ticked the “Steady message”, the child can always see the instructions
about the items need to be collected.
12. Oral instructions about the items need to be collected can also be given by
ticking the Audio message option.
13. With the Visual help option, the item to be collected will appear on the screen
as a reminder to the children.

Game Play
This game promotes student’s understanding of instructions as visual and audio
messages. With this game the students improve referential communication skills and
practice side walking movements, motor planning and spatial awareness. The student
has to make body movements for helping a raccoon run along a route to collect the
correct items according to the given instructions and avoiding obstacles (Figure 157).
Thus, the student has to make steps right or left to change direction. On the bottom
of the screen, there is a bar showing the position of the raccoon with regards to the
end of the route. On the top right of the screen, game lives in the form of 3 hearts,
appear in the right of the screen. Below the hearts, there is a bar which indicates the
stamina level of the raccoon. The raccoon loses stamina each time when a wrong item
is collected. On the top left, the student can see the points earned when collecting the
correct items.
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Figure 157 - Game play

When the game ends a screen with basic information about the student’s
performance appears (Figure 158).

Figure 158 - Result Screen

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section.
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Figure 159 - Part of the screen of the Game report

On the above figure (Figure 159), the teacher/therapist can find information about:
1. The total time of game play
2. The ratio and number of the correct, wrong, the missed items as well as the
number of crushes and the success rate.
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Figure 160 - Part of the screen of the Game report

Also, at the above figure (Figure 160), in a diagrammatic format, the educator/teacher
can see at specific timeslots of the game play the child’s movement before hitting on
an obstacle. So, in the above figure, the child managed to drive the running raccoon
to the collect the correct item at the center (green square with the blue triangle) but
changed direction thus hitting an obstacle (see orange square with the rock).
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Similarly, the teacher can see when the child goes out of the route i.e. the raccoon
runs along the boundaries. At the figure below (Figure 161) the child could not manage
to keep the raccoon in the path. Thus, for several seconds the raccoon run along the
boundaries. Then, the raccoon missed to collect a correct item (see yellow square) and
crushed on an obstacle since the child did not manage to change direction.

Figure 161 - Part of the screen of the Game report
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Yeti Jump

The Goal
In the game "Yeti Jump" the child is called to choose the correct image among two
displaying images, in order to give an answer to an audiovisual question (e.g. the
empty basket), that appears at the top of the stage. The child can move left or right
on an ice trail, trying to place himself and jump under one of the two ice cubes that
contain the images.
The two images display objects that differ in terms of specific attributes (taller, longer,
thicker, etc.) or in terms of quantity. The Yeti has to jump one, two, or three times
(depends on the settings), in order to break the ice cubes and reveal the correct image.
The teacher can choose among two content categories; comparison by attributes or
comparison by quantities. He /She can also choose the number of jumps that the child
needs to make (up to three), depending on the child’s abilities.
This game is ideal for improving children’s critical thinking and mathematical
vocabulary development related to concepts such as “big, small, short, tall”, etc.,
empowering attention to audio-visual stimuli and reinforcing visual-motor
coordination, side walking and balance.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for few seconds (Figure 162).
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Figure 162 - Start game

Settings
After having added the Yeti Jump into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 163).

Figure 163 - Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game
as well as the time to select item that will define the number of seconds that
the child will have to keep the hand stable on the top of the “play button” of
the first-initial screen of the game. The “time to select item” also sets the
number of seconds that the child will have to stable in an upright position
under the correct answer (default 2,5 seconds).
3. Customizable timer countdown for each game (default timer off)
4. Users have the option to select the interaction modality so that the child will
be asked to:
a. Jump in order to select the correct picture and break the ice that
covers it
b. Time Delay in order to stay still in an upright position for specific time
under the correct picture
5. When the “Jump” interaction mode is chosen, you can specify how many
jumps the student is required to do for breaking the ice.
6. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 10
questions)
7. The language for the question messages which could be in English, Greek,
Spanish.
8. Whether the question message could be narrated thus offering audio-visual
stimuli
9. The content in this game has been classified in two categories:
a. “comparison by attributes” where the two pictures differ by attribute
(short-tall, thin-fat, empty-full, etc.)
b. “comparison by numbers” where the two pictures differ
quantitatively, e.g. one picture will show seven books on a self and
another will show three books on a self.
10. The activation or not of game lives

Game Play
This game allows students to choose the correct picture according to an audio-visual
message. A student becomes the Yeti that can move left or right, stand still under a
picture that is entrapped in ice and jump under the correct picture for choosing it
(Figure 164 - Figure 164).
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Figure 164 - Full body movement of the Yeti under the correct picture for giving an answer

Figure 165 - Jumping under the correct picture for giving an answer

When the game ends a screen with some basics statistics appears (Figure 166).

Figure 166 - Game over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section (Figure 167- Figure 169).
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Figure 167 - Part of the screen of the Game report

On the above figure (Figure 167), the teacher/therapist can find information about:
4. All the settings for the specific training session
5. The ratio and number of the wrong choices, the unanswered questions
(due to lack of time) and the success rate based on the given questions
6. The total time of game play

Figure 168 - Part of the screen of the Game report

Also, at the above figure (Figure 168), in a diagrammatic format, the educator/teacher
can see the time that the player needed to answer a given question. The color code
means the following: a) when the given answer is wrong, the time bar has red color;
b) when the given answer is correct, the time bar has green color c) and when the
player did not give an answer and there was time-out, the time bar has yellow color.
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Figure 169 - Part of the screen of the Game report

Finally, the educator/teacher can see the student’s answer at each question which
might reveal possible misconceptions. This information is shown visually with images
like the ones that appear above (Figure 169).
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U-Paint

The Goal
“U-Paint” is a sensory learning game that aims to give children sensory experiences. Up to six
children can have joyful learning experiences by mixing different colors on a canvas,
expressing themselves, experimenting with ideas, interacting with each other and developing
gross motor skills.
In this air-painting game, children let their creativity flow by spreading colors around and
drawing in with hands in response to music. U-Paint is a great way to let out feelings, relax
and help reduce stress.
The children can be represented as their own live images in the room or as avatars (stickmenskeletons) within a scenery of four different themes i.e. night, forest, valley, beach. In case
that the teacher chooses the avatar representation, children can make connection between
the avatar and their own body and move in characteristic ways to control the avatar’s motions.
Up to six (6) players can participate simultaneously in this game that can lead to an increase
in attention, self-regulation and higher rates of positive emotion. The teacher can also decide
about the duration of the game-play as well as whether balloons with paint will appear in the
scenery which could be hit by children thus splashing extra colors.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps it
steady for few seconds (Figure 170).
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Figure 170 - Intro screen

Settings
After having added the U-Paint into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”

option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 171).
Figure 171 - Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game.
2. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that the child will have
to keep the hand stable on the top of the “Play button” of the first-initial screen
of the game.
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3. Customizable “timer” for time countdown for the game (default timer off).
4. “Avatar” defines if students will be represented with their own live(real) image
in the room or as stickmen.
5. The “Background” option defines the scenery in which the children will be
embedded for start coloring. It can be a real image of the children’s room or
one of the four different themes, i.e. night, forest, valley, beach.
6. The duration of the game-play can be decided
7. Balloons with paint will appear in the scenery which could be hit by children
thus splashing extra colors if selected
8. Brush option defines the texture of the colors that the child can draw with.
There is a variety of brushes such as marker, airbrush, pencil, water, sparks,
smoke, arrows or random changes of brushes during gameplay.

Game Play
Children let their creativity flow by spreading colors around and drawing in with hands in
response to music (Figure 172).
The children can be represented as their own live image in the room, (Figure 174) or as avatars
(stickmen- skeletons) within a scenery of four different themes i.e. night, forest, valley, beach
(Figure 173 - Figure 176).

Figure 172 - In Game action
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Figure 173 - Stickman & Valley Background

Figure 174 - Real Background & Real avatar

Up to five (6) players can participate simultaneously in this free-play color mixing interactive
game that can lead to an increase in attention, self-regulation and higher rates of positive
emotion.
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Figure 175 - Four children in the beach background

Figure 176 - Four children in the forest background

When the game ends a “Well Done” screen appears (Figure 177).
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Figure 177 - Game Over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the student’s
reports section.
On the top of the Report, the Settings that have been chosen for this particular game (Figure
178) and then statistics regarding the gameplay, are displayed (Figure 179).

Figure 178 - Settings chosen

As shown in (Figure 179), the teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. The total time of game play
2. How much time each one of the students had been active during the game play.
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Figure 179 - Report’s Statistics
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Seishin

The Goal
The “Seishin” game aims at the stimulation of the senses via melody production and allows
free motion-based interaction with musical strings without the existence of rules or the
demand for intellectual functioning.
It provides socialization opportunity for up to three children who can simultaneously interact
with the musical strings and produce melodies. The teacher can set up the scene so that 1 to
3 rows of musical strings could appear thus configuring the number of audiovisual stimuli.
The ultimate goal is to promote a sense of enjoyment and a relief from tension and pressure,
with consequent improvement in general behaviour. This game could be used for increasing
attention and higher rates of positive emotion as well as an introductory activity for children
to understand the motion-based interaction and how a direct movement of the child can
affect a virtual object (in the case of avatar).
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps it
steady for few seconds. (Figure 180).
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Figure 180 - Intro Screen

Settings
After having added the Seishin into a training session you can adjust its Settings
according to the student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 181).

Figure 181 - Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game.
2. "Time to select item" option will define the number of seconds that the child
will have to keep the hand stable on the top of the “play button” of the firstinitial screen of the game.
3. A timer that could set the duration (as countdown) for the game (default
timer off).
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4. The number of rows of musical strings that will appear on screen can be
configured. 1, 2 or 3 rows can be shown for allowing children to create
melodies.

Game Play

Figure 182 - One Player/ 3 rows

The “Seishin” game allows free motion-based interaction for producing melodies without the
demand for intellectual functioning. Up to three children can simultaneously interact with the
musical strings. The teacher can set up the scene so that 1 to 3 rows of musical strings could
appear thus configuring the number of audiovisual stimuli (Figure 182- Figure 185).

Figure 183 - One child plays with 2 rows of strings
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Figure 184 - Two children play with 2 rows of strings

Figure 185 - One child plays with 3 rows of strings

When the game ends a screen with some basics statistics appears (Figure 186).
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Figure 186 - Game Over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the student’s
reports section (Figure 187).

Figure 187 - Report

On the above figure (Figure 187), the teacher/therapist can find information about:
1. The total time of game play
2. How much time each one of the students had been active during the game play.
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Quarry Bam
The Goal
“Quarry Bam” aims at increasing a child’s attention by answering a Yes/No question about
emotions/feelings, spatial orientation of shapes as well as math operations and properties
(distributive and associative properties).
Also, the child needs to make hand symmetrical movements for moving the lever and putting
it at the correct box that will trigger an explosion thus promoting bilateral coordination.
A teacher/therapist can choose which category of questions the child will be called to answer,
i.e. about emotions, spatial orientation of shapes or math operations and properties. Thus,
the teacher/therapist can benefit from this game for strengthening children’s understanding
emotions, the language of geometry and the ability to use the distributive and associative
properties to do mental math.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps it
steady for a few seconds (Figure 188).
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Figure 188 - Intro Screen

Settings
After having added the ‘Quarry Bam’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 189).

Figure 189 - Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the
game.
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3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that the child will
have to keep the hand stable on top of the “play button” or both hands
stable holding the lever on top of the Yes or No box in the game.
4. Users have the option to select the interaction modality so that the child
will be asked to:
- ‘Push Down’ the lever on top of the Yes or No box, in order to give
an answer to the question
- ‘Time Delay’ when there is no need for pushing down and only hand
stability for a few seconds, over the box, is required in order to
select an answer
5. Customizable “timer” for time countdown for the game (default timer off).
6. Categories allow teachers to ask children to practice with specific learning
goals of various subject concepts (orientation, emotions, distributive
property, associative property of addition/ subtraction/ multiplication).
7. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 5
questions).
8. The activation or not of game lives.
9. The language for the question messages which could be in English, Greek,
Spanish.
10. Whether the question message could be narrated thus offering audiovisual stimuli.

Game Play
With Quarry Bam children practice with yes/no responses regarding emotions ( Figure
190), spatial orientation of shapes (Figure 192), solving exercises on math operations
and properties (Figure 191). At the same time, they enhance their hand symmetrical
movements and bilateral coordination.
“Quarry Bam” is a multi-modal game for teaching a child to communicate yes/no and
coordinate physical movements using language, gesture and posture.
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Figure 190 - In Game action – Emotions Category

Figure 191 - In Game action - Associative Property of Addition
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Figure 192 - In Game action- Orientation of shapes

When the game ends a screen with some basics statistics appears (Figure 193).

Figure 193 – Game over

As shown in (Figure 193), the teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. The total time of game play
2. How much time each one of the students had been active during the game play.

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the student’s
reports section. On the top of the Report, the Settings that have been chosen for this
particular game (Figure 193) and then there are statistics regarding the gameplay, are
displayed (Figure 194).
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Figure 194 - Settings chosen

As shown in (Figure 195), the teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. The total time of game play
2. How much time each one of the students had been active during the game play.

Figure 195 - Report’s Statistics
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Suffizz

The Goal
The game helps students understand some of the most common suffixes and be able to
identify the grammatical type of word (noun, verb, adverb, adjective, pronouns). The core
idea is to get children excited about root word modification.
Children can transform singular nouns into plural by using the appropriate grammar rules,
form comparative adjectives and practice with pronouns, concentration and high-low hand
movement efficiency. The game allows students explore when to add “-s,” “-es,” or “-ies” to
the end of a noun. They can also practice with some irregular plural nouns. Additionally,
students can turn a list of adjectives into comparative and superlative adjectives (“-er”, “-est”,
“the more”, “the most”). Via a series of questions, students can strengthen their knowledge
of nouns, adjectives and pronouns and comprehend the functioning of such words in
particular sentences. The teacher can choose the category of questions that the student will
play.
A child could make use of “lifelines”. They can get help with difficult questions via the
elimination of one question thus having 50/50 chances (Figure 4) to find the correct answer
or via the appearance of grammar rules. When the correct answer is given, a new question
appears and the child moves up to the ladder of the main game board. The number of
questions can be chosen by the teacher/ therapist.
The game is over when all questions are answered and/or the child loses due to lack of lives.
The teacher can set the timer for each question. Also s/he can decide whether the “lives”
option will be activated. This game provides students with the opportunity to practice hand
movement (with grab & move or time-delay) from the top to bottom thus strengthening
concentration and high-low hand movement efficiency.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps it
steady for a few seconds (Figure 196).
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Figure 196 Start game session

Settings
After adding ‘Suffizz’ into a training session you can adjust Settings according to your
student needs. Below the game name there is the “Settings” option. By clicking on it,
you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 197).

Figure 197 Settings Menu for Suffiz

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the
game.
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3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that the child will
have to select an answer from the three given options and place it to the
relevant spot at the bottom of the gameplay screen.
4. If the timer setting is activated, the child will have a given timeframe to
select, thus answer a question.
5. The teacher has the option to select the interaction modality, where the
child will be asked to:
- ‘Grab’ only or ‘Grab & Move’ an answer option from the three
available on the top and place it to the relevant bottom spot in
order to answer the question.
- ‘Time Delay’ or ‘Time Delay and Move’, where the child holds their
hand still at the selected answer or moves it to the available spot at
the bottom of the screen.
6. Game lives can be activated or deactivated. If they are enabled, the
additional 50/50 help option is provided and a child may select to lose one
life in order to eliminate one wrong answer. Alternatively, a child may
select to get help via the display of grammatical rules.
7. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice. The
default is 5 questions and can also be increased to 10.
8. The language for the question messages, which can be in English, Greek,
Spanish.
9. Categories include subcategories and allow teachers to select the topic
(plural, adjective, pronoun) that the children will practice in the game
session. Category exercises adhere to the common core goal directives.
10. The teacher can select regular or irregular words for the gameplay.
11. The teacher can select if questions for a child’s game session will concern
only subjects or objects or both.

Gameplay
Suffizz helps students understand some of the most common suffixes and become
able to identify the grammatical type of words. Children can transform singular nouns
into plural by using the appropriate grammar rules, form comparative adjectives and
practice with pronouns (Figures 198, 199, 200), concentration and high-low hand
movement efficiency. Via a series of questions, students can strengthen their
knowledge of nouns, adjectives and pronouns as well as practice the functioning of
such words in particular sentences. For example, as shown in Figures 198, 199, 200 a
child may need to decide on the correct form of pronouns in a sentence.
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Figure 198: Pronouns question example

A child can make use of “lifelines” to get help with difficult questions via the elimination of
one provided but false answer, thus being left with two answer options and increasing their
chances of winning to 50% (Figure 199). Alternatively, they may select to display grammatical
rules that are relevant to the given question.

Figure 199: Suffizz gameplay, example question with 50/50 activated and used

Figure 200: Suffizz gameplay, correct answer selection
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This game provides students with the opportunity to practice hand movement (with grab &
move or time-delay) from the top to bottom thus strengthening concentration and high-low
hand movement efficiency.
At the end of the game session, a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 201).

Figure 201: Suffizz Game session complete, result summary

Report
After the game session is complete, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section. The top of the report summarizes the settings that were chosen for
the particular game session (Figure 202) and then statistics are displayed regarding the
gameplay (Figure 203). Additionally, a teacher can look at how the student has answered each
question (Figure 204).
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Figure 202: Settings summary game session

Figure 203: Suffizz game report, game session aggregated statistics
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Figure 204: Suffizz game session question & answer display in report
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Zoko Write

The Goal
The “’Zoko Write” game makes the letter tracing fun and easy for young children. It is
designed to help children learn how to recognize and write uppercase letters and
numbers as well as improve their eye-hand coordination.
Children are taught to trace a letter by helping a mole-rat (Zokor) to dig the field for
collecting apples that will appear gradually according to the stroke order. Thus, the
child is called to drag Zokor and carefully help it dig the field for reaching an apple by
following the shortest undug path. Zokor needs to avoid going to the edges of the
field, because it will lose stamina while trying to dig. Also, if Zokor does not follow the
shortest undug path for reaching an apple, it might get trapped.
The therapists/ teachers can ask the child to start practicing with straight letters, then
curvy ones, and end with diagonals, traceable characters. Further, they could set time
limits for each writing task.
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps it
steady for a few seconds (Figure 205).

Figure 205- Intro screen

Settings
After having added the “ZokoWrite” into a training session you can adjust the
Settings according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the
“Settings” option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game
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(Figure 206).

Figure 206 - Game Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the
game and trace the letters/numbers.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that the child
will have to keep the hand stable on top of the “play button” or on top of
the character in order to select it.
4. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
5. The activation or not of game lives.
6. The activation or not of help function.
7. Characters can be chosen to be Capital letters and/or numbers.
8. Teacher/ therapist can select how many characters will be included in one
game as well as the set of letters based on the type of writing.

Game Play
In “ZokoWrite” game, the child is called to drag Zokor and carefully help it dig the field
for reaching an apple by the shortest undug path (Figure 207- Figure 208).
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Figure 207 - Digging the right path

Figure 208 - In game screen

Zokor needs to avoid going to the edges of the field, because it will lose stamina
while trying to dig (Figure 209).
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Figure 209 - Borders of the letter

Also, if Zokor does not follow the shortest undug path for reaching an apple, it might
get trapped (Figure 210).

Figure 210 - Wrong Path
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When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 211).

Figure 211 – Zoko Write Game Session complete, result summary

Report
After the game is over, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the student’s
reports section.
On the top of the Report the Settings that were chosen for the particular gameplay (Figure
212) are displayed, followed by statistics regarding the same gameplay (Figure 213).

Figure 212 - Settings chosen

As shown in (Figure 213), the teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. The total time of game play
2. The number of letters or numbers that the child attempted to trace with
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indication of
• how many letters/numbers the child succeeded in completing or not
• The total number of wrong attempts that the child made while trying to
follow the trace of the letters/numbers
• The total number of crashes
• The success rate

Figure 213 – Report’s Statistics

Finally, a representation of the child’s hand movements while tracing a
letter/number can be illustrated so that the teacher/therapist can identify possible
problems in visual-motor coordination or mistakes in recognizing the appropriate
sequence of paths for writing that letter/number (see Figure 214 for the attempt at
tracing the number “8”).
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Figure 214 – Representation of the child’s hand movements when tracing number “8” in two steps
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Sea Formuli

The Goal
In the “Sea Formuli” game, a child is asked to discover the missing factor or operator
in an equation relating three numbers. By making movements of both hands together,
the child needs to drive the jellyfish with the correct number or operator into the
empty basket thus filling-in the equation.
This game promotes algebraic thinking. The teacher can choose whether the child will
solve problems whether a number is missing from a specific operation with numbers
within a given numeric range (e.g. addition with numbers 0-20 or the operant is
missing) so that the child will be asked to identify how the three numbers are related.
The teacher/therapist can also adjust the timer for the completion of the problemsolving task.
This game fosters immersion in the game and engagement as students can see their
real image in the game scenery. Also, the teacher can choose whether the child will
make movements of both hands together thus promoting bilateral coordination or she
will practice hand movement (with grab & move or time-delay) from the top to bottom
thus strengthening concentration and high-low hand movement efficiency.
Are you ready to dive into the sea and drive the jellyfishes to the empty baskets?
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps it
steady for a few seconds (Figure 215).
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Figure 215- Intro screen

Settings
After having added the “Sea Formuli” into a training session you can adjust the
Settings according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the
“Settings” option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game
(Figure 216).

Figure 216 - Game Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
11. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
12. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the
game and trace the letters/numbers.
13. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that the child will
have to keep the hand stable on top of the “play button” or on top of the
character in order to select it.
14. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
15. The activation or not of game lives.
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16. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 5
questions)
17. The teacher has the option to select the interaction modality, where the
child will be asked to:
a. ‘Grab’ only or ‘Grab & Move’ an answer option from the three
available on the top and place it to the relevant bottom spot in
order to answer the question.
b. ‘Time Delay’ or ‘Time Delay and Move’, where the child holds their
hand still at the selected answer or moves it to the available spot
at the bottom of the screen.
c. ‘Push’ where the child is can push the jelly fish using both hands
together asynchronously.
18. The option of ‘Missing Item’ sets if the number or the operant is missing.
19. Game type is the math operation that the child will be called to practice
with.
20. The option of ‘Game Difficulty’ (easy or hard) sets the complexity of the
equations that the child will be asked to solve. At the difficult level, a child
will be asked to solve equations with place value.
21. The numeric range for practicing math operations can be set to 1 – 20 or
1 - 100

Game Play
In “Sea Formuli” game, the child is asked to discover the missing factor or operator in
an equation relating three numbers (Figure 217 & 218).

Figure 217 – Discover the missing number
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Figure 218 – Discover the missing operator

The child needs to drive the jellyfish with the correct number or operator into the
empty basket thus filling-in the equation (Figure 219).

Figure 219 - Filling-in the equation

When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 220).
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Figure 220 – Sea Formuli Game session complete, result summary

Report
After the game is over, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the student’s
reports section.
On the top of the Report the Settings that were chosen for the particular gameplay (Figure
221) are displayed, followed by statistics regarding the same gameplay.

Figure 221 - Settings chosen

As shown in (Figure 222 & Figure 223), the teacher/therapist can also find
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information about:
• The selected settings for the specific training session
• The duration of game play
• The number of answered questions
• The number of right answers
• The number of wrong answers
• The number of unanswered questions
• The success ratio
• A list with all the math questions and the time spent for giving the answers
• Per math question, the answers (correct or wrong ones) that the child gave

Figure 222 - Report’s Overall Statistics of Child’s performance in solving Math problems and the time spent per
problem
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Figure 223 - Analytic presentation of the answers (correct or wrong ones) that a child gave at each math question
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Shape in Place

The Goal
In the “Shape in Place” game, the child is asked to compose simple 2D shapes to form
larger shapes and real-world objects by dragging and dropping a shape at the
appropriate slot. This colored picture puzzle helps children expand their vocabulary
and reinforces their ability to categorize and place different shapes to create
wonderful real-world images, i.e. a boat, a van, a sky-rocket. Also, it strengthens
problem solving, concentration, and gross motor skills such as grabbing, middle-line
crossing and hand stability. When children attempt to place a shape in its position it
will only fit if it is properly put in the right space. The game can be made easier by
activating the “help option” which means that the puzzle piece and the related slot,
where the piece goes will be highlighted for a few seconds, thus guiding the child.
A shape can be picked and dragged by a child either with grab & move interaction style
or time-delay selection and move. The teacher/therapist can choose the interaction
style that is compatible with a child's motor skills.
The teacher/therapist can adjust the timer for the completion of a given composing
task. Also, children are asked to complete various images depending on their interests
such that they learn to place different objects into different containers.
The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 224).
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Figure 224 - Intro screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Shape in Place’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 225).

Figure 225 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the
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3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

game.
“Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button” or on top of a
shape in order to pick it and be able to drag it to the appropriate slot.
Users have the option to select the Interaction mode: A shape can be
picked and dragged with either grab & move interaction style or with
time-delay selection and move. The teacher/therapist can choose an
interaction style that is compatible with a child's motor skills.
Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
The activation or not of game lives.
“Help option” means that the puzzle piece and the position, where the
piece goes, will be highlighted for few seconds thus guiding the child.
Teacher/ therapist can select from a variety of images that a child will be
asked to complete.

Game Play
By playing “Shape in Place” game, children learn to categorize and place different
shapes for creating wonderful real-world images, i.e. a boat, a van, a sky-rocket
(Figure 226). When children attempt to place a shape in its position it will only fit if it
is properly put in the right space (Figure 227).

Figure 226 - In Game action – Puzzle Completed
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Figure 227 – Drugging the shapes to the right slots

A shape can be picked and dragged either with grab & move interaction style (Figure
226) or with time-delay selection and move (Figure 227).

Figure 228 - Grab and Move interaction mode
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Figure 229 - Time Delay and Move Interaction mode

When “Help option” is activated in Settings, then after a certain period of time that
the child is idle or after a certain number of wrong answers in a row, the puzzle piece
and the related slot, where the piece fits, will be highlighted for few seconds thus
guiding the child (Figure 228).

Figure 230 – Fit the slot

When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 231).
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Figure 231 – Shape in Place Game session complete, result summary

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section.
On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for the particular round
(Figure 232) are shown and then statistics regarding the gameplay are displayed
(Figure 233).

Figure 232 - Settings chosen
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As shown in the following figures (Figure 233 – 236), through the report statistics a
teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. the total time of game play
2. how many objects the child succeeded in completing or not
3. the total number of correct and wrong attempts that the child made while
trying to place the available shapes in plot
4. the success rate
5. the object's original screen
6. the available shapes that need to be placed per object and
7. the attempts made per object (shapes chosen, sequence followed, correct
placement)

Figure 233 - Report’s Statistics

Figure 234 – Chosen object
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Figure 235 – Available shapes

Figure 236 - Attempts
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Go Jelly

The Goal
“Go Jelly” is a sensory game that provides an effective and engaging introduction to
music improvisations and creation of harmonic patterns using hand gestures. It is very
helpful for teachers to promote emotional expression, engagement and creation with
artistic intent.
Children are asked to freely create, gradually transform and freely modify music
patterns by interacting with four (4) actors on stage (Jellies), each one associated to
specific pattern. With the grab gesture, the child can stretch or squeeze an actor thus
affecting the music and improvising accordingly.
For each one of the 4 actors, there can be a substitute, i.e. another actor of similar
color or shape who can be brought on to the stage during a game-play in exchange for
an existing actor. The teacher can specify from the settings of the game whether the
child should also practice in understanding the related pairs of actors (e.g. similarity
in shapes or color).
As children gain confidence they can increase the density of hand movements and the
expression of emotions thus offering very joyful improvisation sessions. Engaging in
improvisation exercises helps reduce stress and anxiety, which in turn can improve
mental health conditions.
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The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 237).

Figure 237 – Intro screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Go Jelly’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 238).

Figure 238 – Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the
game.
2. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button” or on top of a
“jelly-actor” in order to pick it and be able to drag it.
3. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
4. Teacher/ therapist can select between “colors” and “shapes” game mode

Game Play
By playing “Go Jelly” game, children learn to create, transform and modify music
patterns by stretching or squeezing the Jelly-actors. When children attempt to
interact with the four actors, they affect the music and create harmonic patterns it
will only fit if it is properly put in the right space (Figure 239).

Figure 239 - In game action - interacting with jellies

The child can also practice in understanding the related pairs of actors either by
replacing actors with similar shapes (Figure 240) or similar colors (Figure 241).
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Figure 240 - Jellies with the same shape

Figure 241 - Jellies with the same color
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Report
After the game is over, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the student’s
reports section.
On the top of the Report the Settings that were chosen for the particular gameplay (Figure
242) are displayed, followed by statistics regarding the same gameplay.

Figure 242 - Settings chosen

As shown in (Figure 242 & Figure 243), the teacher/therapist can also find
information about:
• The selected settings for the specific training session
• The duration of game play
• A list with all the Jelly actors that the child interacted with and the time spent
per actor

Figure 243 - Report's statistics
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Word Splosh

The Goal
This game helps a child to learn and practice identifying words with specific letter
sounds and sound-spellings. It is related to phonemic awareness, i.e. to hear and
identify individual sounds-phonemes--in spoken words. With this game children can
become more aware of how the sounds in words work. Children are called to
recognize which words in a set of words start or contain a specific phoneme sound as
well as to identify words that rhyme to a given one.
The teacher can choose the sounds (e.g. specific consonant or specific long/short
vowel) that the child will practice. The child listens to that sound, recognizes the letter
and selects the word(s) that begin with or contain that letter and sound. Kids easily
improve their letter identification and phonemic awareness skills as well as sharpen
their memory skills. Children can understand that letters and letter patterns represent
the sounds of spoken language. The teacher can also ask a child will practice
identifying rhyming word(s) to a given one.
Also, this game promotes visual motor perception. The child appears in a room filled
with water and there are 3 options of words that can be chosen by either hitting with
the hands or kicking.
The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 244).
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Figure 244 - Intro screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Word Splosh’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 245).

Figure 245 - Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the
game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button” or on top of a
shape in order to pick it and be able to drag it to the appropriate slot.
4. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
5. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 3
questions)
6. The teacher can choose the language for the question messages, which can
be in English or Greek, by selecting the appropriate option at the “Content
language”.
7. Game type is the category (Free mode, Phonics & Spelling patterns) that
the child will be called to practice with.
8. The activation or not of game lives.
9. Phonics category gives the sound options (Vowel or Consonant sounds)
10. The teacher can select which specific consonants, vowels or spelling
patterns the child will practice.
11. The teacher can select how many choices will be correct per question

Game Play
By playing “Word Splosh” game, children learn to recognize words and identify
letters by listening specific letter-sounds or spoken words. (Figure 246). They also,
promote their visual motor perception, because in order to make their selection/s
they either have to hit the words with their hands or kick them (Figure 247).

Figure 246 - In game action – spelling patterns
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Figure 247 - Interacting with words

When the child gives correct answers then the splosh bubbles help him/her break
the window (248).

Figure 248 - Correct answer

When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 249).
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Figure 249 – Game session complete, result summary

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section.
On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for the particular session
(Figure 250) are shown and then statistics regarding the gameplay are displayed
(Figure 251).

Figure 250 - Settings chosen
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As shown in the following figure (Figure 251), through the report statistics a
teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. the total time of game play
2. the total number of correct and wrong attempts that the child made while
trying
3. the total number of unanswered questions
4. the success rate
5. the category played and the attempts made per question
6. the time needed for finding the correct choice/s per question
7. the “hint” word given for spelling patterns category

Figure 251 - Report's statistics
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Spot On

The Goal
Spot On is a vocabulary-focused learning game for promoting word recognition and
spelling skills as well as students’ abilities to produce words and complete simple
sentences. Besides being fun, it helps students get more familiar with common
patterns associated with spoken English.
The students are asked to glue the letters or words, that appear on boxes which have
been scrambled up on a game board, in the correct order to make a word or sentence.
They should strengthen their movement skills and spatial awareness strategies to
quickly navigate on the game board and successfully create words by picking up boxes
quickly and placing them on the appropriate spot.
The teacher can select the preferred learning task, i.e. word unscramble or creation
of complete simple sentences. The word unscrambler lets the student practice some
of the most common words in academic vocabulary—words for K-4. Each word can
consist of up to six letters.
In the case of the task for producing simple grammatically correct and meaningful
sentences, students learn to recognize punctuation and capitalization prompts for
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences as well as to make
use of how basic sight words, such as we, I, she, he, run, will, by, can, etc. that could
appear on some boxes could be used in sentences.
Furthermore, the teacher could select a “non-academic” game type that improves
students’ visual motor integration and executive functions. Students, during this
“Tower of Hanoi puzzle”, are called to move three boxes from one spot over to a third
spot keeping the same sequence of colors using a second empty spot as scaffold.
The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 252).
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Figure 252 - Intro screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Spot On’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings according
to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings” option. By
clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 253).

Figure 253 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
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2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
4. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
5. The activation or not of game lives.
6. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 1
question)
7. The teacher can choose the language for the question messages, which can
be in English or Greek, by selecting the appropriate option at the “Content
language”.
8. Game mode is the category (Words, Scrabble, Sentences, Decoding &
Tower of Hanoi puzzle) that the child will be called to practice with.
9. Category gives the grade or concept options for the learning content

Game Play
By playing “Spot On” game, children learn to recognize words and ameliorate their
spelling skills. They read a sentence with a missing word and try to build the specific
word (Figure 254). Moreover, children not only get familiar with common patterns
associated with spoken words for K-4 (Figure 255) and improve their ability to produce
complete sentences but they also strengthen their movement skills and spatial
awareness, by navigating, picking & placing boxes on the game board (Figure 256).

Figure 254 - In game action – Words mode
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Figure 255 - In game action - Scrabble mode

Figure 256 - In game action - Sentences mode
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When the child builds a word or a sentence correctly the white base tiles become
green and colorful stars fly into the sky (257).

Figure 257 - Correct answer

When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 258).

Figure 258 - Game session complete, result summary
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Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section.
On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for the particular session
(Figure 259) are shown and then statistics regarding the gameplay are displayed
(Figure 260).

Figure 259 - Settings chosen

Figure 260 - Report's statistics
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As shown in the previous figure (Figure 260), through the report statistics a
teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. the total time of game play
2. the total number of correct and wrong attempts that the child made while
trying
3. the total number of unanswered questions
4. the success rate
5. the category played and the attempts made per question
6. the time needed for finding the correct choice/s per question
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Trekins

The Goal
“Trekins” is an entertaining sensory learning game which could be regarded as a digital
version of a hopscotch game.
Depending on the chosen board, children can practice spelling high frequency words
as well as reinforce arithmetic skills such as counting, mental math calculations with
up to three numbers. According to a given problem, children need to identify the
correct track of tiles and travel from one tile to another in the right sequence.
Depending of the children’s position each time, feedback is given.
With this game, children can develop motor planning, coordination, timing, strategy
and gross motor skills. The teacher can choose a board with just colors so that the
children need to step on the tiles with the required color thus improving visual
perception, body control and balance.
Difficulty levels, timer and the board characteristics according to learning goals can
easily be adjusted by the teacher, which makes “Trekins” easy to integrate into.
The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 261).
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Figure 261 – Intro screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Trekins’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings according
to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings” option. By
clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 262).

Figure 262 – Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
4. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
5. The activation or not of game lives.
6. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 1
question)
7. The teacher can choose the language for the question messages, which can
be in English, Greek or Spanish by selecting the appropriate option at the
“Content language”.
8. Game mode is the category (Step on tile, USA Acronyms, Spelling, Add /
Subtract within 20, 100 or 100 and Counting within 100 or 100) that the
child will be called to practice with.
9. Category is available when the teacher selects specific “Game mode”
options that provides grade-based concept (for spelling exercises) or
numeric range (for mathematical exercises).
10. Show word option is only available for Spelling category

Game Play
By playing “Trekins” game, children can improve their visual perception and body
control by trying to step on the tiles and select the correct ones by putting their hands
up (figure 263).

Figure 263 - Calibration screen
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Depending on the chosen board, they can identify the required colors (figure 264),
practice spelling high frequency words (figure 265), reinforce arithmetic skills such as
counting (figure 266) or mental math calculations (figure 267) and learn about USA
Acronyms (figure 268).

Figure 264 - Step on tile

Figure 265 - Spelling the word “HOT”
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Figure 266 - Counting within 100

Figure 267 - Add within 20
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Figure 268 - USA acronyms

When the child selects the correct tile, the answer is highlighted, little stars fly into
the sky and after the final question answered a success animation appears (269).

Figure 269 - Success animation
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When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 270).

Figure 270 - Results screen

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section.
On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for the particular session
(Figure 271) are shown and then statistics regarding the gameplay are displayed
(Figure 272).

Figure 271 - Settings chosen
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Figure 272 - Report's statistics

As shown in the previous figure (Figure 272), through the report statistics a
teacher/therapist can also find information about:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the total time of game play
the total number of correct answers (with/without tries)
the total number of unanswered questions
the success rate
the category played and the attempts made per question
the time needed for finding the correct choice/s per question
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Paleo

The Goal
At the “Paleo” game, children move with their body a prehistoric man or woman left
or right who exists in a prehistoric world in order to collect falling objects thus
answering cognitive or math problems. There are also various types of stimuli
(numbers, food types, bombs, bottles with liquid related to stamina and to resistance
to bombs), which are presented randomly.
The teacher can make this game as challenging as needed depending on children’s
abilities by choosing among several levels of difficulty with regards to the speed of the
falling objects or bombs that are being dropped by dragons and need to be avoided or
even dinosaurs which are hungry and move towards the prehistoric man or woman.
Children must make coordinated movements and avoid dinosaurs and falling bombs.
They are called to respond only to correct falling objects (go stimuli), and to inhibit
their responses to bombs or unrelated objects (no-go stimuli). Thus, this game
strengthens children’s cognitive ability of response inhibition and improves their
executive attention and reasoning ability. Reasoning ability heavily depends on
inhibitory control, i.e., blocking information irrelevant to the target and ignoring
irrelevant environmental distractions.
The teacher can choose the learning goal of this game, i.e. food types, multiples of
specific number as well as whether the game will be played with lives or not, thus
adjusting the level of challenge for the child. An attack by a dinosaur or a bomb hit
reduces the stamina and eventually causes the loss of a game life.
The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 273).
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Figure 273 - Intro screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Paleo’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings according
to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings” option. By
clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 274).

Figure 274 - Game settings
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The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
4. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
5. Character setting is related to the avatar’s selection (teacher can select
between “Will” & “Frida”)
6. The teacher can choose the language for the question messages, which can
be in English, Greek or Spanish by selecting the appropriate option at the
“Content language”.
7. The option of “Game Difficulty” sets the complexity of the stage, i.e. the
speed that the items will be falling and configuring the difficulty in
collecting the correct items.
8. The activation or not of game lives (default lives off).
9. Bombs checkbox defines whether the character is under attack of flying
dinosaurs
10. Dinosaurs checkbox defines whether the character is under attack of
ground dinosaurs
11. The number of collectibles that the child will be called to collect (default
10 collectibles)
12. “Different collectibles” setting sets the number of different collectibles
that the child will be called to collect.
13. “Game mode” is the main category (Item, Category, Numbers or Multiples)
that the child will be called to practice with.
14. Category gives the opportunity to the teacher to select one of the following
options: meat, grains, diaries, fish, fruits, vegetables, prime or composite
numbers and multiples of 2-9)

Game Play
By playing “Paleo” game, children can improve referential communication skills and
practice side walking movements, motor planning and spatial awareness. (Figure
275).
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Figure 275 – Game Play

The student has to make body movements for helping the avatar to collect the correct
items according to the given instructions and avoiding hits. Thus, the student has to
make steps right or left to change direction.
On the bottom left of the screen, there is a bar which indicates the stamina level of
the avatar. The avatar loses stamina each time when a wrong item is collected or a
dinosaur hit is not avoided. On the top right, the student can see the points earned
when collecting the correct items (fruits, meat, numbers etc.) (Figure 276).

Figure 276 - Collect multiples of 5
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When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 277).

Figure 277 – Result Screen

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section.

On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for the particular session
(Figure 278) are shown and then statistics regarding the gameplay are displayed
(Figure 279).

Figure 278 – Settings Chosen
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Figure 279 - Report's Statistics

As shown in the previous figure (Figure 272), through the report statistics a
teacher/therapist can also find information about:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the total time of game play
the total number of correct, wrong and missed items
the total number of dinosaur hits and flying hits
the success rate
how many times was each item correctly or wrongly collected
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Dr. Grafoo

The Goal
As many educators recognize, an essential part of the math curriculum is to have their
students efficiently represent key data through pictograms, block graphs and bar charts. With
our latest interactive math game, Dr. Grafoo, teachers can easily use real-life information to
help students convey vital facts with visually engaging graphs and charts that make the
meaning of data clear and comprehensible. Want to hear a nice fact regarding our game? It is
already aligned with the K-3 Measurement and Data (MD) category of the state standards for
mathematics!
While playing, students can become more familiar and practice how to turn table
representations of data and tallies into a bar graph, pictogram or line plot and analyze results.
Data and other relevant information come from simple everyday items that children should
be able to understand such as cereal boxes, fruits, beads and more. As a result, the student
can then successfully input these items into fun graph displays.
With Dr. Grafoo, teachers can provide a personalized and creative learning session by
selecting tasks for the student to complete such as:
▪
▪
▪

To create a bar chart in a vertical or horizontal direction or in a picture graph
Understand and reuse data that is set in the form of a table with numerals or tally
marks which reaches up to five categories
Draw a graph and add key details such as the title and headers of the “x” and “y” axes

Teachers can also choose specific features based on the student’s needs for motor skills
development, such as making the interaction mode a grab and move format or time delay.
Other modifying features include the duration of each graphing activity, as well as the amount
of questions to ask. Additionally, educators can enrich the learning experience by asking
specific questions from the chart to relate the data onto the headings. This action encourages
a discussion to identify possible uses of the statistics represented.
Our seamless all-in-one movement-based learning activity game provides fundamental
benefits to the student by reinforcing mathematical learning while also boosting fine motor
skills, critical thinking and cognitive skills.
Now…who is ready to explore the wonderful world of graphs and charts with Dr. Grafoo?

The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 280).
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Figure 280 – Intro screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Dr. Grafoo’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 281).
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Figure 281 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button” of the first-initial
screen of the game.
4. Users have the option to select the interaction modality so that the child
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will be asked to:
a. grab a graph bar
b. select a graph bar by leaving the hand on it for some seconds (“time
delay”)
and move it vertically or horizontally to fill it with liquid (bar graphs),
images (pictograms) or symbols (line plots).
5. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of each question (default: off).
6. The activation or not of game lives (default lives off).
7. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 1
question).
8. The teacher can choose the language for the question messages, which can
be in English or Greek by selecting the appropriate option at the “Content
language”.
9. The option of “Graph type” defines whether the child will be called to
practice with “bar graphs”, “pictograms” or “line plots”.
10. “Graph representation” defines whether the bars will be filled vertically or
horizontally.
11. “Data range” values are “single unit scale” or “scaled” (only for
12. The number of bars that the child will be called to fill, up to 5 bars for
vertical graph representation or up to 4 bars for horizontal graph
representation (default 3 bars).
13. “Data representation” setting is available only for “Bar graph” type and sets
the form of the data table with numerals or tally marks

14. “Draw graph” checkbox defines whether the child will be called to draw a
graph based on a specific data table and add key details such as the title and
headers of the “x” and “y” axes.

Game Play
By playing “Dr. Grafoo” game, students can practice how to turn table representations of
data and tallies into a bar graph, pictogram or line plot (Figure 282, 283, 284).
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Figure 282 – Bar graphs

Figure 283 - Pictograms

When playing with pictograms or line plots, then the “key” is shown on the top left
gear (Figure 283).
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Figure 284 - Line plots

Figure 285 - Horizontal with Tallies

The child is asked to create a graph in vertical or horizontal (Figure 285) direction
either by grabbing the tubes with his hand either by keeping his hand steady over
them in order to fill them with liquid or images according to the given data table
information. If the teacher decides to use lives during gameplay, these are depicted
by 3 light bulbs on the top left of the screen. There is also a bar which indicates the
stamina level on the bottom of the screen. The child loses stamina each time a wrong
placement is made and loses a life either when there are 3 stamina losses either when
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the time’s up or when “Draw setting” is on (Figure 286) and a label placement is
wrongly made.

Figure 286 - Feedback (correct answer)

After a question is correctly or wrongly answered relevant feedback is given (Figure
287, 288).

Figure 287 - Feedback (correct answer)
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Figure 288 - Feedback (out of time)

When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 289).

Figure 289 – Result Screen

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section.
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On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for the particular session
(Figure 290) are shown and then statistics regarding the gameplay are displayed
(Figure 291-294).

Figure 290 – Settings Chosen
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Figure 291 - Report's Statistics 1

Figure 292 – Report’s Statistics 2
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Figure 293 – Report’s Statistics 3
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Figure 294 - Report's Statistics 4

As shown in the previous figures, through the report statistics a teacher/therapist
can also find information about:

15. the total time of game play
16. the total number of correct, correct with tries and unanswered questions
17. the success rate
18. how many times was each item (label or/and data point) correctly or
wrongly placed
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Do Like

The Goal
Do Like offers interactive gross motor activities to help children improve on their postural
control and balance. This game can be included as part of a strengthening program for
positively impacting a child’s fine motor control, body awareness and balance.
With Do Like, the child can enjoy replicating a body movement or a sustained position by
listening and/or reading a given instruction. The teacher and/or occupational therapist can
choose from a variety of specified postures or movements for the child to perform throughout
each learning session.
The instructor can also select tasks for the child to be asked, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Perform single postures or simple movements (e.g. “Wave hello with your right arm”
or “Raise your left arm”)
Make combination movements (e.g. “Raise both arms & stand on your left foot”)
Follow instructions for sequential movements (e.g. “First, raise your left hand, then
wave hello with your right arm”)
Hold a move (e.g. “Stand on your left foot for 5 seconds”)
Repeat a move (e.g. “Hop on your right foot 3 times”)

An avatar can also be chosen within the platform settings to become the lead trainer for the
children to follow. If selected, the avatar can give the children instructions to imitate a
demonstrated body movement or posture.
Throughout the game play, a teacher can increase the level of difficulty and manage
sequencing by adding in multi-step directions. For example, the requested body movement
sequence can be, “First, raise your left arm then stand on your right foot”.
Lastly, the teacher can determine the time required for the completion of each exercise, thus
configuring the pace of a physical activity for motor control and postural stability.
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Figure 295 – Intro Screen

Settings
After adding the ‘DoLike’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings according
to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings” option. By
clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 296).
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Figure 296 – Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button” of the first-initial
screen of the game.
4. The teacher can choose the language for the instructions, which can be in
English, Greek or Spanish by selecting the appropriate option at the
“Content language”.
5. The teacher can choose whether a child will imitate an avatar by checking
“Mimic avatar” option and which one of the four available avatars will be
used.
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6. The instruction is by default available as an audio message and the teacher
can select whether the child will read it as well by enabling the “Text
message” option.
7. “Time per movement” defines the time given for the imitation of each
movement (default: 10 seconds)
8. Users have the option to select the “Category” so that the child will be
asked to:
a. Perform single postures or simple movements or make combination
movements (Postures)
b. Follow instructions for sequential movements (Sequential body
movements)
c. Hold a move (Hold a body posture)
d. Repeat a move (Movement repetitions)

9. The option of “Duration time” is available for the category “Hold a body
posture” and defines the time that the child needs to imitate the posture
(default: 5 seconds)
10. The option “Number or repetitions” is available for the category
“Movement repetitions” and defines the number of repetitions that the
child needs to replicate the move
11. The option of “Custom postures” helps the teacher to select specific moves
or postures for the child to replicate

Game Play
By playing “Do Like” game, students can enjoy replicating a body movement or a sustained
position thus improving their postural control and balance (e.g. Figure 297).

Figure 297 – Simple posture
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Figure 298 – Movement repetition

A child may be asked to repeat a move for a specific number of repetitions (e.g.
Figure 298) or to hold a move for a specific time (e.g. Figure 299). A reverse
countdown visualization appears in order to help the student replicate the posture
(e.g. Figure 300).

Figure 299 – Hold a body posture
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Figure 300 – Reverse countdown

Figure 301 – Body sequential movement

The student can also follow instructions for sequential movements (e.g. Figure 301).
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Figure 302 - Feedback

After an instruction is correctly followed, relevant feedback is given (Figure 303).
When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 304).

Figure 303 – Result screen
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Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section.
On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for the particular session
(Figure 304) are shown and then statistics regarding the gameplay are displayed
(Figure 305,306).

Figure 304 – Settings chosen

Figure 305 – Report’s Statistics 1
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Figure 306 - Report’s Statistics 2

As shown in the previous figure, through the report statistics a teacher/therapist can
also find information about:
12. the total time of game play
13. the total number of correct and missed questions
14. the total number of correct and missed movements
15. the success rate
16. the result for each of the moves or postures replicated
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Marvy Learns

The Goal
This delightful and effective game helps children to gather, categorize and distinguish
items based on specific traits and characteristics. Throughout the game, kids are
encouraged to find objects that are either the same or similar according to the object’s
size, color, and/or shape.
Mary Learns motivates children to develop their logical and inductive thinking skills by
allowing them to actively practice on how to arrange and classify objects based on
their features. As a result, kids have the ability to understand the relationship
between the different category groups.
Additionally, this engaging game includes cognitive activities that allows students to
progress in their vocabulary. Kids can learn to familiarize the displayed objects with
the defined vocabulary words it represents. They can choose the items that
correspond to the vocabulary that describes each featured category presented. For
example, some categories they will see are titled as: “Clothing”, “Nutrition”,
“Veggies”, and “Dairy”.
Children can experience the following as they sort and classify throughout the game:
1. They can decide which characteristic to sort by
2. They can physically move their hands to arrange the objects
3. Self-correcting and problem-solving skills are boosted as a result of their
actions
Teachers and/or therapists can easily personalize and adjust the content of the game
according to the age of the child, as well as the level of understanding and skill set
they have when it comes to classifying and arranging objects.
This game covers six key areas and academic goals:
• Concept Sorting
• Nutrition Concept Sorting
• Grammar Sorting
• Real-life Connections Sorting
• Geometry Concept Sorting
• Naming Objects
Lastly - the instructor can choose how the child can play the game based on
occupational goals. For example, the child can play with one hand or both hands or
can be set to have a specific time limit during each learning game session.
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Marvy Learns is the perfect active learning game to help your students increase and
develop gross motor skills, visual perception and eye-hand coordination.
So, round up the kids and get their hands and minds ready to help Marvy on his
learning journey!
The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 307).

Figure 307 – Intro screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Marvy Leans’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 308).
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Figure 308 - Game settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will have
to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
4. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of the game (default timer off).
5. The teacher can choose the language for the content, which can be in English,
Greek or Spanish by selecting the appropriate option at the “Content
language”.
6. The activation or not of game lives (default lives off).
7. The option of “Number of cards” sets the number of cards presenting words
or images (4 or 6) that the child is called to categorize
8. The teacher can choose which interaction mode best fits the student’s needs
9. “Game mode” is the main category (Topics, Nutrition, Language, Geometry,
Real-life Connections or Naming Objects) that the child will be called to
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practice with.
10. “Category” gives the opportunity to the teacher to select one of the following
options: Animals (Species, Habitats, Number of feet, Movement), Human
(Senses, Body parts), Objects (Placed at, Room, States of matter, Material),
Other (Color), Nutrition (Types, Healthy-Less Healthy, Meal), Grammar (verbnoun), Shapes (Lines, Angles, Polygons, Triangles, Quadrilaterals), By grade (KLevel, Level 1, Level 2, Level 3)

Game Play
By playing “Marvy Learns” game, children can develop their logical and inductive thinking
skills and practice side walking movements, gross motor skills and eye-hand
coordination. (Figure 309).

Figure 309 – Game Play

The student has to make body movements for helping the avatar to select the cards
(with grab or time delay interaction and either with one or both hands) (Figure 310)
and categorize them into boxes based on specific traits and characteristics. On the top
left of the screen, there is the timer and on the top right, the game lives.
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Figure 310 - Grab interaction mode with one hand

The teacher can select among a variety of categories and encourage children to
categorize, for example, animals based on their habitat or movement, food based on its
taste or type and objects that are the same color (Figure 312).

Figure 311 - Real life Connection
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Figure 312 - Colors

Figure 313 - Feedback

After a set of cards is correctly categorized, relevant feedback is given (Figure 313).
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When the game ends a screen with some basic statistics appears (Figure 314).

Figure 314 - Result Screen

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section. On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for
the particular session (Figure 315) are shown and then statistics regarding the
gameplay are displayed (Figure 316).

Figure 315 - Settings Chosen
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Figure 316 - Report's Statistics

As shown in the previous figure (Figure 316), through the report statistics a
teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. the total time of game play
2. the total number of correctly and wrongly categorized cards as well as the
uncategorized ones
3. the success rate
4. how many times was each item correctly or wrongly placed
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Fairy Bells

The Goal
Fairy Bells is a fun movement-based learning game that is designed to help children
fine tune their Math word problem solving skills involving numbers, fractions and
units.
Children get to play the role of an animated fairy character that is seeking for her
friends that are hiding around the magical fairy village. As the fairy visits specific places
in the village, the child is requested to solve Math problems correctly in order to find
her merry friends.
Throughout the game, the child is encouraged to make mental calculations to solve
one and two-step word problems. Physical activities such as jumping is required to
answer the problem correctly. For example, the child will need to jump to knock over
a bell that contains the correct answer in order to reveal one of the fairy’s hidden
friends.
Once the Math problem is answered correctly, the fairy’s friend pops out and moves
safely to a base within the village, while she continues to search for the rest of her
friends. If the answer is incorrect, the child has a second chance to solve the problem.
If the child doesn’t succeed in the answer, another character appears and states that
the fairy’s friend cannot join her just yet and to keep trying!
This engaging game offers a variety of eye-catching visuals and tasks to encourage
Math practice, as well as mathematical reasoning and structural thinking with word
problems.
Teachers can also:
Encourage students to solve one and two-step Math word problems that involve
addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication
Identify strengths and weaknesses in the students’ understanding of the operations
with numbers, fractions and units
Engage students in hands-on stimulating activities when it comes to understanding
the concept of quantities and relationships amongst numbers in Math word problem
descriptions
Motivate children to practice using the four core Math operations in word problems
that includes distances, intervals of time, liquid volumes, masses of objects, and
currency
Boosts gross motor skills development, balance and full body coordination since the
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child needs to make side-walks and jumps to answer questions properly
Additionally, teachers and therapists can select the type of problem activities to use
on their child. The word problems range from single step addition to multi-step
equations with fractions and units appropriate for grades 1-5. Also, the timer and the
number of Math problems can be adjusted (as this number reveals the number of
fairies that are hiding).
Increase your child’s Math building skills and take them on an interactive quest in the
land of Fairy Bells!

The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 317).

Figure 317 – Intro screen
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Settings
After adding the ‘Fairy Bells’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 318).

Figure 318 - Game Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will have
to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
4. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of each game question (default
timer off).
5. The teacher can choose the language for the content, which can be in English
or Greek by selecting the appropriate option at the “Content language”.
6. The option of “Number of questions” sets the number of questions (4, 5 or 6)
that the child is called to answer.
7. The teacher can choose which interaction mode best fits the student’s needs.
8. “Question Category” gives the opportunity to the teacher to select one of the
following options: (Add and subtract within 10, Addition of three whole
numbers whose sum is up to 20, Add and subtract within 100, Products of
whole numbers, Four operations with distances, time, volumes, masses, and
money, Addition and subtraction of fractions - same whole and like
denominators, Multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers, Division of unit
fractions and non-zero whole numbers)
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Game Play
By playing “Fairy Bells” game, children fine tune their Math word problem solving skills
involving numbers, fractions and units. They are called to play the role of an animated
fairy character that is seeking for her friends that are hiding around the magical fairy
village. (Figure 319, Figure 320).

Figure 319 - Intro message 1

Figure 320 - Intro message 2
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Figure 321 – Gameplay

Throughout the game, the child is encouraged to make mental calculations to solve
one and two-step word problems. Physical activities such as jumping or raising hands
up are required to answer the problem correctly.
Once the Math problem is answered correctly, the fairy’s friend pops out and moves
safely to a base within the village, (Figure 322) while she continues to search for the
rest of her friends.

Figure 322 - Friends' Collection
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Figure 323 – Feedback - Second Chance

If the answer is incorrect, the child has a second chance to solve the problem. If the
child doesn’t succeed in the answer, another character appears and states that the
fairy’s friend cannot join her just yet and to keep trying!
When the game ends a screen with the friends found appears (Figure 324).

Figure 324 - Result Screen
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Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section. On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for
the particular session (Figure 325) are shown and then statistics regarding the
gameplay are displayed (Figure 326, Figure 327).

Figure 325 - Settings Chosen

Figure 326 - Report's Statistics (1)
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Figure 327 - Report's Statistics (2)

As shown in the previous figures (Figure 326, Figure 327), through the report
statistics a teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. the total time of game play
2. the total number of correctly and wrongly answered questions as well as the
unanswered ones
3. the success rate
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Drumory

The Goal
The “Drumory” sensory learning game helps children practice to memorize and then repeat
sound sequences. It offers a challenging and engaging way to empower and measure
children’s memory retention capacity by generating a growing sequence of colors and sounds,
that children have to mimic.
The game has 4 colored touching drum pads each producing a particular sound. Thus, memory
association becomes stronger by activating multiple senses.
A round in the game consists of the game lighting up 3-7 pads in a random order, after which
the player should memorize and reproduce that order by air-touching the pads within a given
time or not. The sequences get longer by one for each round.
The game offers two game modes: a growing pattern where in each round a random light is
added to the previous sequence; a random pattern where a specific sequence is given and the
child has to replicate it. Also, a free mode is included that allows a child to enjoy air-playing of
the colored pads make sound improvisations.
This game is unique for helping children improve hearing, as well as train their audio-visual
memory, reaction time, eye-hand coordination and mental awareness.

The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 328).
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Figure 328 – Intro Screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Drumory’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 329).
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Figure 329 - Game Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
9. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
10. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game and
hit the drums (right, left or both)
11. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will have
to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
12. Customizable “timer” for time countdown of each game question (default
timer off).
13. The teacher can choose the language for the content, which can be in English,
Greek or Spanish by selecting the appropriate option at the “Content
language”.
14. The teacher can choose which game mode best fits the student’s needs
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(Random pattern, Growing pattern or Free mode)
15. “Pattern length” setting defines the total number of drums that the child has
to memorize and repeat (3-7)
16. The option of “Number of questions” sets the number of questions (1, 2, 3, 4
or 5) that the child is called to answer.

Game Play
By playing “Drumory” game, children practice to memorize and then repeat sound
sequences. They empower their memory retention capacity by memorizing and repeating
growing or random sequences of colors and sounds.

Figure 330 – Gameplay (1)

Throughout the game, the child is encouraged to pay attention to the drum or the
drum sequence that lights and produces a particular sound, memorize it and repeat
it, by hitting the drums with one or both hands. (Figure 330).
Once the sequence is answered, appropriate feedback is given, correct (Figure 331)
or wrong (Figure 332) thus, the game proceeds to the next question (Figure 333)
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Figure 331 - Feedback - Correct answer

Figure 332 - Feedback - Wrong answer
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Figure 333 - Gameplay (2)

When the game ends a screen with the final results appears (Figure 334).

Figure 334 - Results Screen
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Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section. On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for
the particular session (Figure 335) are shown and then statistics regarding the
gameplay are displayed (Figure 336, Figure 337).

Figure 335 - Settings Chosen

Figure 336 - Report's Statistics (1)
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Figure 337 - Report's Statistics (2)

As shown in the previous figures (Figure 336, Figure 337), through the report
statistics a teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. the total time of game play
2. the total number of correctly and wrongly answered questions as well as
the unanswered ones
3. the success rate
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Woolly Strike

The Goal
“Woolly Strike” encourages children to practice generating and filling in number
patterns given a set of rules. Simultaneously, it helps children improve their bilateral
upper body coordination skills as they use both hands in a controlled manner with
confidence and balance.
Given a rule such as, add three, the student’s task is to collect the objects that are
labeled with the correct corresponding numbers, thus generating a numerical pattern.
Children develop competency in modeling relationships between numbers, and
demonstrate their understanding of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
The game-play requests the child to stretch both hands at almost 90 degrees, like
holding a pole or broomstick. By coordinating both hands with an equal amount of
force to balance the wooly ball, the student identifies the correct answer and rolls it
towards the number to fulfill the specific pattern. In this way, the game aids in
increasing the shoulders’ range of motion and improves posture. The teacher or
therapist can configure the type and difficulty of the numerical patterns, with rules
involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. They can also adjust the
game elements such as the length of each game or the number of lives the student
has to play.
Are you ready to juggle the wooly ball and collect the correct numbers and objects?
The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 338).
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Figure 338 - Intro

Figure 339 – Intro Screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Woolly Strike’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 340).
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Figure 340 - Game Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game
(right, left)
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will have
to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
4. The teacher can choose the language for the content, which can be in English,
Greek or Spanish by selecting the appropriate option at the “Content
language”.
5. The teacher can choose which game mode best fits the student’s needs
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(Colors, Sequence, Pattern)
6. The enemies that could appear on the route which the child has to avoid
(default: off)
7. The option of “Game Difficulty” sets the complexity of the stage
8. Speed allows to adjust the speed of the game according to the need of the
child (default: slow)

Game Play
By playing “Woolly Strike” game, children practice to generate and fill in number
patterns while improving their bilateral upper body coordination skills. Children have
to use their both hands and place them accordingly in order to handle the pole (Figure
341).

Figure 341 – Gameplay (1)

Throughout the game, the child is encouraged to pay attention to the request of the
wise old man (left down of the screen) and roll the woolly ball towards a targeted
colored fruit or a fruit with a number when the target is identified (Figure 342).
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Figure 342 – Colos mode & Enemies appearance

When enemies are enabled, the child should try to avoid them (Figure 342). If the
woolly ball hits into an enemy or even when crashes into the wall, it returns to the
previous closest checkpoint. Once the targeted fruit is correctly collected, appropriate
feedback is given (floating stars) and the child proceeds to the next target (Figure 343).

Figure 343 – Number pattern mode & Feedback – Correct Answer
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Figure 344 – Final Target

When the game ends a screen with the final results appears (Figure 345).

Figure 345 - Results Screen
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Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section. On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for
the particular session (Figure 346) are shown and then statistics regarding the
gameplay are displayed (Figure 347, Figure 348, Figure 349).

Figure 346 - Settings Chosen

Figure 347 - Report's Statistics (1)
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Figure 348 - Report's Statistics (2)
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Figure 349 – Level Map

As shown in the previous figures (Figure 347, Figure 348, Figure 349), through the
report statistics a teacher/therapist can also find information about:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

the total time of game play
the total number of correctly and wrongly collected items
the missed items
the crashes into the wall
the hits into enemies
the success rate
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Over the Galaxy

The Goal
Learning to count and practicing math vocabulary can be fun for young children with Over the
Galaxy. Mastering the basics of counting is essential for every math student. With this
counting game children work on counting concepts from preschool through first grade,
practicing number matching and speed counting. All the teacher or therapist has to do is
choose the number(s) to be recognized in the lesson. The student playing the game will appear
on the surface of a planet, and his or her mission is to count the objects that various spaceships
carry, choosing only the ones that match the specified number.
In addition to counting, Over the Galaxy helps students improve their vocabulary skills.
Building vocabulary is an essential part of learning language and shouldn’t be dull. With this
game, the teacher or therapist provides a letter, and the students are asked to identify which
objects on screen begin with that letter. The teacher can spice up the classroom by asking
students to choose only words that belong to a common theme and start with the same letter.
Game mode in Over the Galaxy deals with emotional intelligence and is an engaging way to
further the conversation with children about their feelings. The teacher can enhance the
learning experience by asking students to recognize and choose the images that express
specific emotions.
Furthermore, the teacher or therapist can make Over the Galaxy even more fun by activating
power ups when students answer multiple questions correctly. The game can be customized
by adding a time limit, or by adjusting the rate at which objects appear on screen, thus
allowing teachers to influence the student’s pace of thinking. Finally, the teacher has access
to detailed reports on the student’s performance throughout the game.
Ready to be teleported to a new galaxy for your mission to collect all the correct objects?

The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 350).
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Figure 350 – Intro Screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Over the Galaxy’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings”
option. By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 351).
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Figure 351 – Game Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
9. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
10. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game
(right, left)
11. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will have
to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
12. Customizable timer countdown for collecting all objects per question308
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message (default timer 1 min)
13. The teacher can choose the language of the audio-visual messages that will
appear for giving instructions to the child, by selecting the appropriate option
at the “Content language”.
14. Oral instructions about the items need to be collected can also be given by
ticking the Audio message option.
15. Having ticked the “Power Up”, the child after completing a correct number of
answers can fly and collect all the correct items
16. Speed allows to adjust the speed of the falling objects according to the need
of the child
17. The teacher can choose which Game Category (Counting, Emotions) and
which number layout best fits the student’s needs (Ten Frame, Circle, Dice).
18. “Choose numbers” defines the number of questions (each question is a
specific number or image with emotion that the teacher/therapist selects)
that the child will be called to practice (default number: 1)

Game Play
By playing “Over the Galaxy” game, children practice number recognition and
vocabulary while stimulating embodied engagement and spatial awareness. Children
have to use their whole body to move and their hands to select the requested items
(Figure 352).

Figure 352 – Counting - Ten Frame Layout

Throughout the game, the child is encouraged to pay attention to the request of the
exercise (there is also an audio message giving the instruction) and collect all the
collect items when the spaceships are identified. Quantities are shown with different
layouts such as ten frames (Figure 352), circle or dice (Figure 353).
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Figure 353 - Counting - Other layouts

Figure 354 - Vocabulary

Furthermore, there is a game mode, that helps the child improve vocabulary mastery
by identifying objects that start with specific letters (Figure 354) and another one that
promotes the social-emotional development by recognizing emotions in images
(Figure 355).
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Figure 355 - Emotions

Figure 356 - Feedback - Correct Answer

Once the correct item is correctly collected, appropriate feedback is given (floating
stars) and the child proceeds to the next collection (Figure 356). If the “Power-up”
mode is enabled, with every correct collection the icon with the 2 rockets if filled up
with energy and then the child is given the opportunity to fly and collect only correct
items (Figure 357).
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Figure 357 – Power Up

When the game ends a screen with the final results appears (Figure 358).

Figure 358 - Results Screen
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Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section. On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for
the particular session (Figure 359) are shown and then statistics regarding the
gameplay are displayed (Figure 360, Figure 361).

Figure 359 - Settings Chosen

Figure 360 - Report's Statistics (1)
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Figure 361 - Report's Statistics (2)

As shown in the previous figures (Figure 360, Figure 361), through the report
statistics a teacher/therapist can also find information about:
10. the total time of game play
11. the total number of correctly and wrongly collected items
12. the missed items
13. the success rate
14. analytical statistics for each question
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Divvy Up

The Goal
Divvy Up is an interactive game that helps students build a concrete understanding of
partitioning two dimensional shapes into equal pieces. This hands-on practice with symmetry
establishes a foundation for later work with fractions and division.
Children are asked to partition two dimensional shapes into two, three, and four equal parts
by drawing lines. Teachers can configure the settings of the game according to the student’s
needs and grade level. First grade students can focus on dividing shapes into halves and
fourths, while second grade students continue on with partitioning into thirds.
Additionally, the game helps students identify symmetrical figures, draw lines of symmetry,
and explain why figures have symmetry. Teachers can choose whether children will practice
with simple 2D geometrical shapes, or more complicated symmetrical figures, including
images of real objects and tangrams. Children are asked to draw lines of symmetry by
connecting dots. The game checks the student’s responses by performing the folding test and
showing a related animation.
This fun and engaging game is ideal for promoting students’ hand-eye coordination, hand
stability, and middle-line crossing. Their visual perception skills are improved by drawing lines
and connecting the dots on screen.
Ready to have your students explore different ways of drawing lines of symmetry and dividing
shapes?

The game starts when the child moves its hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps
it steady for a few seconds (Figure 350).
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Figure 362 - Intro Screen

Settings
After adding the ‘Divvy Up’ into a training session you can adjust the Settings according
to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings” option. By
clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 363).
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Figure 363 – Game Settings

The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand a child will open the game
(right, left)
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that a child will
have to keep its hand stable on top of the “play button”
4. Customizable timer countdown for collecting all objects per questionmessage (default timer 1 min)
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5. The teacher can choose the language of the audio-visual messages that
will appear for giving instructions to the child, by selecting the appropriate
option at the “Content language”.
6. The enabling/disabling of game lives. Game lives can be disabled. This
means you can continue playing without the danger of losing even if
more than 3 mistakes are made.
7. Oral instructions about the exercise can also be given by ticking the Audio
message option.
8. The number of questions that the child will be called to practice (default 3
questions)
9. The teacher can choose which Game mode (Partition (equal parts),
Partition (rows& columns), Symmetry) fits the student’s needs
10. When “Partition (equal parts)” is selected, the teacher can choose the
shape (square, circle or both) and the number of equal parts (2 or 4, 2 or
3 or 4, 2 or 3 or 4 or 6 or 8) that the child will be called to practice with.

Game Play
By playing “Divvy Up” game, children understand the concepts of symmetry &
partitioning while strengthening hand-eye coordination, hand stability, and visual
perception skills (Figure 364).

Figure 364 - Partition (equal parts)

Throughout the game, the child is encouraged to pay attention to the request of the
exercise (there is also an audio message giving the instruction) and draw all the lines
needed to divide the shapes. (Figure 364).
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Figure 365 – Draw a line with your pencil

Child’s hand is replaced by a pencil that is used to draw the correct lines (Figure 365).
There is also an eraser that a child could use to deselect the wrong dot choice. After
the lines are drawn the system is checking the child’s answers (Figure 366).

Figure 366 - Checking your answer
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Furthermore, there is a game mode, that asks the child to split the shape into equal
parts by creating a specific number of rows and columns (Figure 367) and another one
that asks the child to find a line of symmetry (Figure 368).

Figure 367 – Partition (equal parts) – rows and columns

Figure 368 - Find a line of symmetry

When question is completed (correctly or wrongly) appropriate feedback is given and
the child proceeds to the next question (Figure 369, Figure 370).
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Figure 369 - Feedback (1)

Figure 370 - Feedback (2)
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When the game ends a screen with the final results appears (Figure 371).

Figure 371 - Results Screen

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the
student’s reports section. On the top of the Report, the Settings that were chosen for
the particular session (Figure 372) are shown and then statistics regarding the
gameplay are displayed (Figure 373, Figure 374).
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Figure 372 - Settings Chosen

Figure 373 - Report's Statistics (1)
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Figure 374 - Report's Statistics (2)

As shown in the previous figures (Figure 373, Figure 374), through the report
statistics a teacher/therapist can also find information about:
15. the total time of game play
16. the total number of correct answers (with/ with no tries)
17. the number of unanswered questions
18. the success rate
19. analytical statistics for each question
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Lu Lagoon

The Goal
Lu Lagoon is a multiplayer game with lively, full-body interaction that addresses sensory
integration. It helps children to regulate sensory input effectively.
The game incorporates sensory integration activities in a child-friendly manner that prompts
the brain to process sensory information effectively. Children respond appropriately in an
imaginary environment and interact with fishes by waving their hands, or jumping in the tank.
They can draw the fishes to them by waving, or clapping their hands together to produce food
on the screen to feed the fish. They can also scare the fishes away by jumping on screen.
This game is great for simple keep-fit sensory integration activities to complement
occupational therapy sessions for social, and emotional development. Moreover, it can be
used for calming a worked up, and stimulation seeking child. Children can play alone on
screen, or can hop into the tank with classmates for a group activity.
Do you dream about playing with fishes under the water? Jump into the Lu Lagoon!
The game starts when the child moves the hand on top of the “Play” button and keeps it
steady for few seconds (Figure 375).
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Figure 375 - Intro Screen

Settings
After having added the Lu Lagoon into a training session you can adjust the Settings
according to your student needs. Underneath the game name there is the “Settings” option.
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Figure 376 - Settings

By clicking on it, you can fully adjust the settings for the game (Figure 376).
The available settings for the gameplay are the following:
1. Music and sound effects can be disabled.
2. Users have the option to select with which hand the child will open the game.
3. “Time to select item” will define the number of seconds that the child will have to
keep the hand stable on the top of the “Play button” of the first-initial screen of the
game.
4. Customizable “timer” for time countdown for the game (default timer off).
5. The duration of the game-play can be decided
6. Interaction checkboxes for the teacher to decide whether a child will use only hands
or feet/full body as well.
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Game Play
Children respond appropriately in an imaginary environment and interact with fishes by
waving their hands, or jumping in the tan. They can draw the fishes to them by waving, or
clapping their hands (Figure 377) together to produce food on the screen to feed the fish
(Figure 378).

Figure 377 - Clap your hands
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Figure 378 - Feed a fish by clapping your hands

Figure 379 – Play with fishes (1)
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Figure 380 – Play with fishes (2)

They can also scare the fishes away by jumping on screen.

Figure 381 - Jump

When the game ends a “Congratulations” screen appears (Figure 177382).
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Figure 382 - Game Over

Report
After the game has ended, a full report about the gameplay will be available at the student’s
reports section.
On the top of the Report, the Settings that have been chosen for this particular game (Figure
383) and then statistics regarding the gameplay, are displayed (Figure 384).

Figure 383 - Settings chosen

As shown in (Figure 179), the teacher/therapist can also find information about:
1. The total time of game play
2. How much time each one of the students had been active during the game play.
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Figure 384 - Report’s Statistics
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Player’s Detection
If the player is not in front of the camera a screen message will appear at the screen
of a game. For example, see this message window at the Mathloons game (Figure 385).

Figure 385 - No user detected

Guidelines will appear on the screen so that the player is placed at the correct spot for
playing the game. Thus, messages that will notify the player, which will be colored in
red, to "move back" (Figure 386), when he gets too close to the camera, to step left
(Figure 387 - Step Left) or right (Figure 388) to stand in front of the camera will appear
until the player takes the right position which will be shown with a “tick” (Figure 389).
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Figure 386 - Move Back

Figure 387 - Step Left
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Figure 388 - Step Right

Figure 389 - Checking the right position
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“Pause game” gesture
While playing a game, you can pause it at any time by raising the opposite hand from
that with which you are playing the game. For example, if you are playing a game with
the left hand and you want to pause it, you should raise your right hand (381).

Figure 390 - “Pause game” gesture

When a game is paused, a menu appears to your screen, where you can either select
“Resume” to return to the game or “Exit” to leave the game (382).

Figure 391 - Paused game screen
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Minimum system requirements
Requirements for Kinect v1 sensor

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kinect for Windows or Kinect Xbox 360 sensor
Windows 7/8/8.1/10 64-bit operating system
Dual Core, 2.66 GHz or above computer processor
2GB or more of RAM
Graphics card with DirectX 11 support
Cable or DSL active internet connection

Requirements for Kinect v2 sensor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kinect for Windows v2 or Kinect for Xbox One sensor
Windows 8/8.1/10 64-bit operating system
Intel i5 processor or higher
4GB or more of RAM
USB 3.0 host controller (Intel or Renesas chipset)
Graphics card with DirectX 11 support
Cable or DSL active internet connection
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